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ABSTRACT  

The goal of M & E was to improve current and future management of outputs, outcomes 

and impact. The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of monitoring and 

evaluation factors on performance of constituency development fund projects: a case of 

infrastructural projects in public secondary schools in Naivasha sub-county, Nakuru 

County, Kenya. The objectives of this study were: to examine the influence of M&E 

budgetary allocation, technical expertise of  M & E team, time allocated  to 

M&E,Involvement of stakeholders in M & E process and utilization of M & E results on 

performance of CDF projects. This study employed a descriptive survey research design. 

The study therefore targeted population of 156 respondents who wereCDF M & E 

Committee members, principals of public secondary schools with CDF projects initiated 

in 2015-2016, BOM chairperson in public secondary schools. The study used a simple 

random sampling to sample the population. A sample of 46 respondents was randomly 

picked from 156 respondents. A questionnaire was used to gather primary data. The 

researcher administered questionnaires by dropping the questionear and waiting for the 

respondents to fill. Data was collected, examined and checked for completeness and 

clarity. Numerical data collected using questionnaires was coded and entered and 

analyzed with the help of computer Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) 

versions 21 software programme. The study found out that majority of the respondents 

agreed to a high extent that Evaluation gives evidence of why targets and outcomes are or 

are not being achieved with 67 percent. The results show that the majority of the 

respondents indicated that Human capitals on the project should be given clear job 

allocation and designation be fitting their skill influence performance  of monitoring and 

evaluation of Government Projects the case of  CDF projects in Naivasha Sub County to 

a high extent with 65 percent.  The study conclude that short time allocation to M & E are 

some of the challenges that constantly face the project monitoring function of 

Government Projects in Kenya. There was a thorough need assessment based on 

community priority when identifying the projects. The teams incharge M & E CDF 

Projects in Kenya should consider adopting a modern information and communications 

technology in carrying out monitoring and evaluations to capture real time data.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the study 

Monitoring qis qan qongoing qfunction qthat qemploys qthe qsystematic collection qof 

data qrelated qto qspecified qindicators qin qPublic qprojects. Monitoring qand 

evaluation q(M&E) qis qdescribed qas qa qprocess qthat assists project qmanagers qin 

improving qperformance qand qachieving qresults. qThe goal qof qM&E qis qto improve 

current qand qfuture qmanagement qof outputs, qoutcomes qand qimpact (UnitedNations 

Development qProgramme, 2002). q 

Williams q(2000) qasserts qthat qmonitoring qprovides qmanagement qand qthe main 

stakeholders qof qa qdevelopment qintervention qwith qindications qof the extent qof 

progress qand qachievement qof qexpected qresults qand qprogress with qrespect qto the 

use qof qallocated qfunds. qMonitoring qprovides essential qinputs qfor qevaluation qand 

therefore qconstitutes qpart qof qthe overall qevaluation qprocedure. qEvaluation qis qan 

organised qand qobjective assessment qof qan qongoing qor qconcluded qpolicy, 

program/project, qits design, qexecution qand qresults. qThe qaim qis qto qprovide 

timely assessments of qthe qrelevance, qefficiency, qeffectiveness, qimpact qand 

sustainability qof interventions qand qoverall qprogress qagainst qoriginal qobjectives. 

According to qBallard qet qal., q(2010), qmonitoring qand qevaluation qis qa qprocess 

that helps qprogram qimplementers qmake qinformed qdecisions qregarding qprogram 

operations, qservice qdelivery qand qprogram qeffectiveness, qusing qobjective evidence. 

Developed qcountries qlike qthe qUSA, qChina qand qRussia qhave qresorted qto 

decentralization qof qresources. qDecentralization qrefers qto q“the qtransfer qof political 

power, qdecision qmaking qcapacity qand qresources qfrom qcentral to sub-national 

levels qof qgovernment” qWalker, q(2002). qThis qhas qled qto resuscitation qof qold 

institutions qthat qseemed qto qoffer qopportunities qfor decentralization. q 
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Since1990s qdecentralization qhas qbeen qlinked qto qcollective qempowerment and 

democracy qdue qto qfailure qof qmarketising qreforms qto qsignificantly reduce 

absolute qpoverty qHoutzager, q(2003).Democratic qdecentralization qis more qfocused 

on qdemocracy qpluralism qand qhuman qrights. 

Many qcountries qespecially qthe qdeveloped qones qhave qpursued qresults orientated 

development qinitiatives qby qadopting qmore qeffective qmonitoring and qevaluation 

practices. qAs qpart qof qthe qbroader qefforts qto institutionalize qManaging qfor 

Development qResults q(MfDR), qmost Governments qsuch qas qSriLanka, qCanada, 

USA qamong qothers qhave taken specific qsteps qto qstrengthen qResults-based qM&E 

System qat qtheir national level q(United qNations qCapital qDevelopment qFund, 2000). 

The qResults Based qM&E qsystem qhave qreceived qtop-level qpolitical qsupport qin 

these Governments. qThe qprogress qfor qprojects, qprograms, qsector qperformance and 

institutions qhave qbeen qreviewed qon qa qquarterly qbasis qand qthe forum qhas served 

as qa qguiding qand qtroubleshooting qforum qwith qtop level qpolitical qcommitment. 

Institutionalization qof qM&E qhas qmeant creation qof qM&E qsystem qwith qpolicy, 

legal qand qinstitutional arrangements qto qproduce qmonitoring qinformation qand 

evaluation qfindings have qbeen qjudged qvaluably qby qkey qstakeholders. 

Institutionalized M&Eqhas qserved qas qan qintegral qpart qof qthe qdevelopment 

policy/programme qcycle qin qimproving qthe qperformance qaccountability qto provide 

effective qfeedback qwhich qhas qimproved qplanning, qbudgeting qand policy qmaking 

that qhas qachieved qdevelopment qeffectiveness. 

The qCanadian qM&E qsystem qhas qinvested qheavily qin qboth qevaluation and 

performance qmonitoring qas qkey qtools qto qsupport qaccountability qand results-

based qmanagement. qAdditionally, qthe qcurrent qstate qof qthe qM q& E qsystem qhas 

evolved qover qtime, qas qthe qcentral qdesigners qhave recognized qthat qthe 

development qand qimplementation qof qM q& qE qis long qterm qand qiterative 

therefore qputting qemphasis qon qthe q“process” qof implementation qas qan important 

mechanism qin qitself qin qdeveloping qan “evaluation qculture” qor q“results qculture” 

in qan qorganization qand qacross the qentire qsystem q(Lahey, q2009). 
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Government qM&E qsystems qin qAfrica qoperate qin qcomplex qterrain. qTo some 

extent qthey qare qhostages qto qother qforces qin qgovernment, nevertheless qgiven qa 

results-driven qreform qagenda, qincentives qcan qbe put in qplace qfor qthe qevidence 

generated qto qsupport qdevelopments qin delivery, qbudgeting, qand qmonitoring qand 

evaluation qare qconsistently designed qto qsupport qvalued qchange qin qpeople’s lives, 

particularly qthe underprivileged. qIn qeffect, qthe qtools qof qgovernance qare qaligned 

to citizenry, qnot qinternal qbureaucratic qdesires. qThe qsignificance qof qresults 

placement qfor qgovernment qis qextensively qdeliberated, qand qfinds manifestation qin 

public qmanagement qand qdevelopment qliterature q(Behn, 2003; qBenington qand 

Moore, q2011; qOECD, q2005; qPerrin, q1998; Pollittqet qal., q2009). q 

In qGhana, qafter qseveral qyears qof qimplementing qthe qnational qM&E system, 

significant qprogress qhas qbeen qmade q(Clear, q2012). qHowever, challenges qinclude 

severe qfinancial qconstraints; qinstitutional, qoperational qand qtechnical qcapacity 

constraints; qfragmented qand quncoordinated qinformation, qparticularly qat qthe sector 

level. qTo qaddress qthese qchallenges qthe qClear qreport qargues qthat qthe qcurrent 

institutional qarrangements qwill qhave qto qbe qreinforced qwith qadequate qcapacity to 

support qand qsustain qeffective qmonitoring qand qevaluation, qand qexisting qM&E 

mechanisms qmust qbe qstrengthened, qharmonized qand qeffectively qcoordinated 

operational qand qtechnical qcapacity qconstraints; qfragmented qand quncoordinated 

information, qparticularly qat qthe qsector qlevel. q 

Project qM q& qE qperformance qcan qbe qmeasured qand qevaluated qusing qa qlarge 

number qof qperformance qindicators qthat qcould qbe qrelated qto qvarious dimensions 

(groups) qsuch qas qtime, qcost, qquality, qclient qsatisfaction, qclient qchanges, 

business qperformance, qhealth qand qsafety q(Cheung qet qal.2004; qDETR q2000). 

Time, qcost qand qquality qare, qhowever, qthe qpredominant qperformance qevaluation 

dimensions. qAnother qinteresting qway qof qevaluating qproject qperformance qis 

through qcommon qsets qof qindicators q(Pheng qand qChuan,2006). qDissanayaka qand 

Kumaraswamy q(1999) qfound qthat qproject qtime qand qcost qperformances qget 

influenced qby qproject qcharacteristics, qprocurement qsystem, qproject qteam 

performance, qclient qrepresentation's qcharacteristics, qcontractor qcharacteristics, 
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qdesign qteam qcharacteristics, qand qexternal qconditions. qSimilarly, qIyer qand qJha 

q(2005),identified qmany qfactors qas qhaving qinfluence qon qproject qcost 

qperformance, qthese qinclude; qproject qmanager's qcompetence, qtop qmanagement 

qsupport, qproject qmanager's qcoordinating qand qleadership qskills, qmonitoring qand 

qfeedback qby qthe qparticipants, qdecision-making, qcoordination qamong qproject 

qparticipants, qowners' qcompetence, qsocial qcondition, qeconomic qcondition, qand 

qclimatic qcondition. qElyamany qet qal. q(2007) qintroduced qa qperformance 

qevaluation qmodel qfor qconstruction qcompanies qin qorder qto qprovide qa qproper 

qtool qfor qthe qcompany's qowners, qshareholders qand qfunding qagencies qto 

qevaluate qthe qperformance qof qconstruction qcompanies qin qEgypt. 

 Project qmonitoring qis qan qon-going qprocess qwhile qevaluation qis qoccasional qand 

qaims qat qaddressing qrelevance, qeffectiveness qand qimpact qof qprojects. 

qMonitoring qand qevaluation qof qCDF qprojects qis qsaid qto qbe qfully qand 

qcomprehensively qdone qif qits qcompleteness qstatus qcan qbe qascertained. qIt qis 

qon qbudget, qand qif qit qcan qbe qshown qthat qit qwas qdone qaccording qto 

qspecifications qas qper qthe qBill qof qQuantities. qThe qCDF qAct q2013 qstipulates 

qthat qthe qresponsibility qof qCDF qprojects qmonitoring qand qevaluation qis qvested 

qon qthe qCDFC qand qthe qCDF qboard qwho qmay qalso qobligate qPMCs qthe 

qfunctions qof qsupervising qthe qprojects qthat qare qon-going qand qrespond qon 

qsuch qprojects. qThe qAct qhas qallowed qfor q2% qof qthe qtotal qCDF qallocation qto 

qbe qused qin qthe qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qthe qprojects qas qwell qas 

qcapacity qbuilding qstate qthat qmany qpeople qdo qnot qcompletely qagree qas qto 

qwhether qCDF qhas qmet qits qstated qobjectives, qgiving qa qclear qindication qthat 

qits qsuccess qis qan qissue. qA qsimilar qresearch qconducted qby qin qall qKenyan 

qconstituencies qindicated qthat qallocating qthe qdevolved qfunds qis qnot qalways 

qeasy qbecause qof qthe qdiverse qproblems qat qthe qgrass qroot qcoupled qwith qthe 

qnot-so-strong qmeans qof qeffecting qtransparency qand qaccountability qin qthe 

qdistribution qof qCDF qprojects qwithin qthe qconstituencies, qsome qlocations qfelt 

qsidelined qand qdisadvantaged. qThe qvital qcomponents qof qproject qselection, 

qinitiation, qmonitoring qand qevaluation qare qyet qto qbe qprudently qmanaged qby 

qthe qCDFC. 
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1.1.2 Constituency Development Fund 

 The qConstituency qDevelopment qFund q(CDF) qin qKenya qwas qestablished 

qthrough qCDF qAct q(2003) qand qAmended qin q2007. qThe qCDF qis qone qof qthe 

qdevolved qfunds qmeant qto qachieve qrapid qsocio-economic qdevelopment qat 

qconstituency qlevel qthrough qfinancing qof qlocally qprioritized qprojects qand 

qenhanced qcommunity qparticipation. qOther qdevolved qfunds qin qKenya qare; 

qRoad qMaintenance qFuel qLevy qFund q(RMLF), qLocal qAuthority qTransfer qFund 

q(LATF), qHIV/AIDS qFund, qRural qElectrification qFund q(REF), qFree qPrimary 

qEducation q(FPE), qTuition qFree qSecondary qEducation q(TFSE), qSecondary 

qSchools qBursary qFund q(SSBF), qEconomic qStimulus qProgramme q(ESP) qamong 

qothers. qStudies qconducted qacross qthe qcountry q210 qconstituency qby qthe qCDF 

qBoard q(2008)and qNational qAnti-Corruption qSteering qCommittee q(NACS) 

q(2008,) qindicated qthat qsince qits qinception qin q2003, qCDF qhas qfacilitated qthe 

qimplementation qof qa qnumber qof qlocal qlevel qdevelopment qprojects qaimed qat 

qpoverty qreduction qand qsocio q– qeconomic qdevelopment qof qpeople. 

 The qCDF qAct qand qImplementation qGuidelines qplace qgreat qemphasis qon qthe 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qCDF qmoney. qIn qCDF, qthe qresponsibility qof 

qmonitoring qis qplaced qupon qthe qvarious qstakeholders. qTo qbe qeffective, 

qmonitoring qmust qask qthe qright qquestions, qinvestigate qthe qreal qissues qand 

qgenerate qrelevant qinformation qto qenable qthose qmonitoring qthe qproject qto 

qmake qan qaccurate qassessment qof qthe qproject. qUnfortunately, qat qpresent, qthe 

qmonitoring qsystems qinstituted qunder qthe qCDF qAct qare qnot qthorough qenough. 

 Most qCDF qmonitoring qexercises qentail qvisits qto qthe qproject qsite qand qa 

qverbal qreport qon qthe qproject, qwhich qgives qa qvery qsuperficial qpicture. 

qChapter q12 qgives qsome qsuggestions qon qhow qCDF qmonitoring qand qreporting 

qcan qbe qstrengthened qand qdeepened q(The qCDF qsocial qGuide qbook, q2008). 
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1.2 Statement of the Problem 

 The qprincipal qorgan qthrough qwhich qdevelopment qprojects qare qidentified, 

qprioritized qand qadopted qas qundertakings qdeserving qCDF qsupport qis qthe 

qConstituency qDevelopment qCommittee q(Constituency qDevelopment qFund qreport, 

q2013). qIn q2009, qa qspecial qinvestigation qconducted qby qthe qNational qAssembly 

qfound qthat q16 qper qcent qof qthe qfunds q(Sh3.2 qbillion) qdispersed qbetween 

q2007 qand q2009 qcould qnot qbe qaccounted qfor q(Tsubura, q2009). 

 The qgovernment qearmarks qsubstantial qresources qthrough qthe qCDF qfor 

qprovision qof qservices. qThere qhas qbeen qmuch qcontroversy qabout qthe 

qmanagement qof qthe qfunds qwith qregard qto qaccountability; qallocation, qtargeting 

qand qpriority qsetting; qand qoverall qeffectiveness. qThe qexisting qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation q(M q& qE) qmechanisms qof qsuch qfunds qare qsaid qto qbe qweak qdue 

qto qpoor qaccountability; qimproper qprocurement qand qtendering; qover-invoicing; 

qwasteful qexpenditure; qand qlack qof qopenness qin qthe qbudget qprocess q(Mutunga, 

q2010). 

 A qresearch qby qWambugu q(2008), qin qDagoretti qConstituency qreveals qthat 

qthere qis qpolitical qinterference qon qthe qimplementation qof qCDF qprojects qwhich 

qleads qto qunderperforming qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe qperiod qof qstudy. qMutunga 

q(2010),reports qthat qpublic qfunds qgo qto qwaste qsince qCDF qprojects qstall qand 

qyet qthe qgovernment qkeeps qpumping qmore qmoney qinto qthe qkitty. qIt qfurther 

qreports qthat qin qsome qareas qwithin qthe qcountry, qmost qof qthe qprojects qhave 

qeither qstalled qor qfailed qto qkick qoff; qin qothers, qshoddy qperformance qby 

qmerchants qhad qbeen qnoted. 

 One qof qthe qmain qroles qof qCDF qis qto qprovide qfacilities qin qlearning 

qinstitutions. qThis qcreates qthe qright qlearning qatmosphere qfor qthe qlearners qand 

qother qstakeholders. qIn qschools qthese qfunds qare qmeant qto qfacilitate 

qconstruction qof qvarious qinfrastructure qincluding qclassrooms, qlaboratories qand 

qlibraries qamong qothers. qHowever, qthe qreality qon qthe qground qin qNaivasha 

qsub qcounty qis qdifferent qin qmany qcases. qIt qis qquite qevident qthat qthe 
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qprocedure qbeing qfollowed qdoes qnot qaddress qthe qfelt qneed qin qmost qschools. 

qThere qare qprojects qthat qwere qstarted qand qhave qnever qbeen qcompleted.It qis 

qupon qthis qthat qthis qstudy qinvestigated qtheinfluence qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qfactors qon qperformance qof qconstituency qdevelopment qfund qprojects: 

qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qin qNaivasha 

qsub-county, qNakuru qCounty, qKenya. 

1.3 Purpose of the Study 

 The qpurpose qof qthis qstudy qwas qto qinvestigate qthe qinfluence qof qmonitoring 

qand qevaluation qfactors qon qperformance qof qconstituency qdevelopment qfund 

qprojects: qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qin 

qNaivasha qsub-county, qNakuru qCounty, qKenya. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 

The study was guided by the following objectives: 

i. To examine the influence of M&E budgetary allocation on performance of CDF 

projects, infrastructural projects in secondary schools projects in Naivasha Sub-

County 

ii. Establish the extent to which technical expertise of M&E team influence 

performance of CDF projects, infrastructural projects in public secondary schools 

projects in Naivasha Sub-County 

iii. To examine the influence of time allocated  to M&E on performance of CDF 

projects, infrastructural projects in public secondary schools projects in Naivasha 

Sub-County 

iv. Assess the extent to which Involvement of stakeholders in M& E process 

influence performance of  CDF projects, infrastructural projects in public 

secondary schools projects in Naivasha Sub-County. 

v. Establish the influence of utilization of M&E results on performance of CDF 

projects, infrastructural projects in public secondary schools projects in Naivasha 

Sub-County 

1.5 Research Questions 

The research questions were as follows: 

i. To what extent does M&E budgetary allocation influence performance of CDF 

projects, infrastructural projects in public secondary schools projects in Naivasha 

Sub-County? 

ii. To what extent does technical expertise of M&E team influence performance of 

CDF projects, infrastructural projects in public secondary schools projects in 

Naivasha Sub-County? 

iii. How does time allocated to M&E influence performance of CDF projects, 

infrastructural projects in public secondary schools projects in Naivasha Sub-

County? 
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iv. To what extent does Involvement of stakeholders in M&E process influence 

performance of CDF projects, infrastructural projects in public secondary schools 

projects in Naivasha Sub-County? 

v. How does the utilization of M&E results influence performance of CDF projects, 

infrastructural projects in public secondary schools projects in Naivasha Sub-

County? 

1.6 Significance of the Study 

 It qis qhoped qthat qthe qstudy qwould qbe qof qsignificance qto qPublic qInstitutions 

qby qcontributing qto qa qbetter qunderstanding qand qknowledge qof qstrengthening 

qmonitoringand qevaluation qsystems. qPublic qInstitutions qwould quse qthe qstudy qto 

qprovide qa qframework qfor qstrengthening qexisting qmonitoring qand qevaluation 

qsystems. qThe qstudy qwould qbe qof qbenefit qto qresearchersand qscholars qwho 

qmay quse qits qfindings qas qa qreference qand qto qenrich qM q&E qliterature. 

 This qstudy qwould qhighlight qthe qimportance qof qusing qthe qfund qto qraise qthe 

qstandards qof qeducation qin qconstituency qschools qwhich qin qthis qcase qare qfrom 

qNaivasha qSub-County. qIt qalso qgoes qfurther qto qdescribe qthe qcauses qof 

qsuccess qand qfailure qof qsome qof qthe qfunded qprojects qin qthe qschools. qThe 

qstudy qbrought qforth qfindings qthat qcan qbe qused qby qvarious qstakeholders qin 

qdecisionmaking qat qdifferent qlevels qof qCDF qand qMoE qmanagement. 

1.7 Limitations of the Study 

 The qstudy qwas qconducted qwithin qsecondary qschools qof qNaivasha qSub-County, 

qNakuru qCounty. qThe qschools qwere qfairly qdistributed qin qall qthe qsub-locations 

qof qthe qSub-County. qRespondents qare qdrawn qfrom qCDF qoffice qat qNaivasha 

qSub-County, qprincipals qof qthe qrespective qschools, qparents qand qstudents qin qthe 

qschools. qThere qwere qfactors qthat qcould qpresent qchallenges qto qthe qstudy. 

qOwing qto qthe qresearcher’s qprofessional qduties, qthere qhad qbeen qlack qof 

qample qtime qto qdedicate qto qthe qstudy qhad qit qnot qbeen qfor qher qhard qwork 

qand qrelative qoptimism. 
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 The qlimitation qof qthe qstudy qwas qthe qcost qthat qwas qincurred qdue qto qthe 

qvastness qof qthe qarea qwhich qrequired qsignificant qamount qof qtime qto qcollect 

qadequate qdata, qwhich qthe qstudy qhave qno qcontrol qover. qToovercome 

qthelimitation, qthe qresearcher qcontracted qa qresearch qassistant. qThis 

qensuredthatthe qtargeted qpopulation qwas qreached.  

1.8 Delimitations of the Study 

 The qstudy qwas qcarried qin qNaivasha qSub-County. qThe qstudy qonly qlooked qat 

qthe qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qNaivashaSub-County qonly. qSome 

qprojects qput qup qby qNaivasha qSub-County qarenot qcomplete qthus qresearcher 

qstudied qthe qones qinitiated qin qyear q2015-2016. 

1.9 Assumptionsof the Study 

 The qstudy qwas qconducted qunder qthe qassumption qthat qthe qrespondents qwere 

qavailable qand qalso qthat qthey qgave qhonest qresponses. qThis qstudy qassumed 

qthat qrespondents qhave qa qgood qunderstanding qof qthe qinfluence qof qMonitoring 

qand qEvaluation qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qKenya: qA qCase qof 

qNaivasha qEast qSub-County. 

1.10 Definition of Significant  Terms Used in the Study 

Constituency Development Fund: The fund was designed to support constituency-level, 

grass-root development projects. It was aimed to achieve equitable 

distribution of development resources across regions and to control 

imbalances in regional development brought about by partisan politics  

Performance:The degree to which a development intervention or a development partner 

operates according to specific criteria or achieves result in accordance 

with stated plans.  

Results Based Management: Is a life-cycle approach to management that integrates 

strategy, people, resources, processes, and measurements to improve 

decision making, transparency, and accountability.  
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Evaluation:  The term used for final assessment of whether the BMP has achieved its 

predefined objectives.  

Monitoring:  The collection of data by various methods for the purpose of 

understanding natural systems and features, evaluating the impacts of 

development proposals on such systems, and assessing the performance of 

mitigation measures. 

M& E: All the indicators, tools and processes that one uses to measure if a program have 

been implemented according to plan. 

M & E factors:These are the factors that helps improve performance and achieve results. 

1.11 Organization of the Study 

This qresearch qproject qis qorganized qinto qfive qchapters. qChapter qone qcovers q    

the qintroductory qpart qof qthe qstudy, qbackground qof qthe qstudy, qstatement qof the 

problem, qintroduction qof qthe qvariables qin qthe qglobal, qregional, qand qnational 

perspective qas qin qthe qresearch qtopic, qpurpose qof qthe qstudy, qobjectives qof qthe 

study, qthe qresearch qquestions, q qsignificance qof qthe qstudy, qthe qstudy  

limitations, delimitations, qthe qassumptions qof qthe qstudy qand qdefinition qof 

significant qterms. 

Chapter qTwo qcovers qliterature qon qthe qstudy qand qits qobjectives. qThe qreview 

analyses qmonitoring qand qevaluation qsystems, qbudgetary qallocation, qtechnical 

expertise, qtime qallocated q qto qM&E, qInvolvement qof qstakeholders qand  

utilization qof qM&E qresults q. qThe qchapter qalso qcomprises qof qthe qtheoretical, 

conceptual qand qsummary qof qliterature qreview. q 

Chapter qThree qoutlines qthe qmethodology qand qtools qthat qare qused qin qthe  

study. It qpoints qout qthe qresearch qdesigns, qtarget qpopulation, qsample qof 

theqpopulation, mode qof qsampling, qprocedures qof qsampling, qdata qcollection qand 

analysis, validity qand qreliability qof qdata qcollection qand qoperationalization qof the  

variables qand qdata qanalysis. 
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Chapter qFour qcovers qresearch qfindings qand qdiscussions qas qper qthe qobjectives 

of qthe qstudy. qUnder qeach qobjective, qdata qwas qpresented qas qfollows: 

introduction, qpresentation qof qthe qresults, qhighlights qof qthe qresults qand qthe 

interpretation qof qthe qdiscussed qresults. q 

Chapter qFive qfocused qon qthe qsummary qof qthe qfindings qand qpractical 

implications qof qthe qresults. qIt qoutlined qthe qmain qfindings qof qthe qstudy qas 

drawn qfrom qchapter qfour. qThe qchapter qis qthe qfinal qchapter qof qthe qproject 

research qand qalso qprovides qthe qconclusion qand qrecommendations. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

 This qchapter qpresents qthe qliterature qreview qon qM q& qE qin qrelation qto 

qfactors qinfluencing qeffective qperformance qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof 

qGovernment qProject qin qKenya. qIt qmainly qfocuses qon qof qperformance qof 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qin qrelation qto qTraining, qCosts, qTime qand qStrength 

qof qMonitoring qTeam, qtheoretical qreview, qconceptual qframework, qsummary qand 

qresearch qgaps.  

2.2 Monitoring and Evaluation Systems 

 Managing qdevelopment qprojects qrequire qan qoperational qM&E qsystem. qThe qM 

q& qE qsystem qis qthe qset qof qplanning, qinformation qgathering qand qsynthesis, 

qrefection, qand qreporting qprocesses, qalong qwith qthe qnecessary qsupporting 

qconditions qand qcapacities qrequired qfor qthe qoutputs qof qM q& qE qto qmake 

qvaluable qcontributions qto qdecision qmaking qand qlearning. qA qwell-functioning 

qM q& qE qsystem qmanages qto qintegrate qthe qmore qformal, qdata-orientated qside 

qcommonly qassociated qwith qthe qtask qof qM&E qtogether qwith qinformal 

qmonitoring qand qcommunication, qsuch qas qproject qfield qstaff qsharing 

qimpressions qof qtheir qfieldwork qwith qeach qother qand qtheir qmanagers qover 

qlunch q(or qcoffee). 

 Clear qdefinition qof qthe qpurpose qand qscope qof qthe qintended qM q& qE qsystem 

qhelps qwhen qdeciding qof qissues qsuch qas qbudget qlevels, qnumber qof qindicators 

qto qtrack, qtype qof qcommunication qneeded qand qso qforth. qThe qstructural 

qarrangements qof qan qM q& qE qsystem qare qimportant qfrom qa qnumber qof 

qperspectives; qone qis qthe qneed qto qensure qthe qobjectivity, qcredibility qand qrigor 

qof qthe qM q& qE qinformation qthat qthe qsystem qproduces q(Mackay, q2006). 
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Khan q(2003), qconcurs qthat qthe qconceptual qdesign qof qan qM&E qsystem qis 

qsupposed qto qaddress qissues qwith qregard qto qthe qobjectives qof qthe qsystem, 

qcompetent qauthority, qcredibility qof qinformation, qits qmanagement, qdissemination 

qand qrecycling qinto qthe qplanning qprocess qwith qspecial qemphasis qon 

qcommunity qparticipation. qM q& qE qsystems qshould qbe qbuilt qin qsuch qa qway 

qthat qthere qis qa qdemand qfor qresults qinformation qat qevery qlevel qthat qdata qare 

qcollected qand qanalyzed. qFurthermore, qclear qroles, qresponsibilities, qformal 

qorganizational qand qpolitical qlines qof qauthority qmust qbe qestablished q(Kusek q& 

qRist, q2004). q q 

There qis qoften qa qneed qfor qsome qstructural qsupport qfor qM q& qE, qsuch qas qa 

qseparate qevaluation qunit qwhich qat qthe qvery qleast qneeds qone qperson qwho qis 

qthe qinternal qchampion qidentified qto qmake qsure qthe qsystem qis qimplemented 

qand qdevelops. qMoreover, qthe qsystems qmust qbe qconsistent qwith qthe qvalues qat 

qthe qheart qof qthe qorganization qand qwork qin qsupport qof qthe qstrategy q(Rick, 

q2001). 

There qare qtwelve qcomponents qof qa qfunctional qmonitoring qand qevaluation 

qnamely: qstructure qand qorganizational qalignment qfor qM q&E qsystems; qHuman 

qcapacity qfor qM q&E qsystems; qM q&E qpartnerships; qM q&E qplans; qCost qof 

qM q&E qwork qplans; qAdvocacy, qcommunication qand qculture qfor qM&E 

qsystems; qRoutine qmonitoring; qperiodic qsurveys; qDatabases quseful qto qM&E 

qsystems; qSupportive qsupervision qand qdata qauditing; qEvaluation qand qresearch; 

qand qusing qinformation qto qimprove qresults q(UNAIDS, q2008). q q 

Taut q(2007) qstudied qself qevaluation qcapacity qbuilding qin qa qlarge qinternational 

qdevelopment qorganization‟, qindicate qlow qorganizational qreadiness qfor qlearning 

qfrom qevaluation. qMoreover qinterviewees qsimilarly qdescribed qa qlack qof qopen, 

qtransparent, qand qcritical qintra-organizational qdialogue qand qa qlack qof qformal 

qstructures qand qprocesses qto qencourage qreflection qand qlearning qas qan 

qorganizational qhabit. qAt qthe qsame qtime, qthere qwas qrather qhigh qawareness qof 
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qthe qpotential qfor qevaluation qto qbe qused qas qa qtool qfor qlearning qand qdemand 

qvoiced qfor qsuch qevaluations.  

2.3 Budgetary allocation and Performance of CDF projects 

Planning qand qperformance qmonitoring qin qgovernment qhave qbeen qpredominantly 

qcharacterized qby qa qsilo qapproach. qThis qhas qresulted qin qa qsituation qwhere 

qplanning, qbudgeting, qand qreporting qand qmonitoring qand qevaluation qfunctions 

qare qdone qby qdifferent qsections qin qinstitutions qin qisolation qof qeach qother. qAs 

qa qresult, qplans qare qnot qalways qaligned qand qsynchronised qwith qthe qcost qof 

qthe qproject. qOther qchallenges qinclude qthe qlack qof qaccountability, qparticularly 

qfor qmonitoring qand qreporting qon qperformance qinformation, qunrealistic qtarget 

qsetting qand qpoor qquality qof qperformance qinformation q(Bruijn, q2007) q q 

The qproject qcosting qshould qprovide qa qclear qand qadequate qprovision qfor 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qevents. q qMonitoring qand qevaluation qbudget qcan 

qbe qobviously qdelineated qwithin qthe qoverall qproject qcosting qto qgive qthe 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qfunction qthe qdue qrecognition qit qplays qin qproject 

qrunning, q(Gyorkos, q2003 q& qMcCoy, q2005). q qMonitoring qand qevaluation 

qcosting qshould qbe qabout q5 qto q10 qpercent qof qthe qentire qbudget, q(Kelly q& 

qMagongo, q2004, qIFRC, q2001 qand qAIDS qAlliance, q2006). 

According qto qConstituencies qDevelopment qAct q(2003), qat qthe qConstituency 

qLevel, qa qmaximum qof q3% qof qeach qconstituency’s qannual qallocation qmay qbe 

qused qfor qadministration, q15% qfor qan qeducation qbursary qscheme, q2% qfor 

qsports qactivities qand q25% qfor qenvironmental qactions. qThough qCDF qdoes qnot 

qcover qrecurrent qcosts qit qalso qallows q3% qof qthe qconstituency’ qannual 

qallocation qto qbe qused qfor qrecurrent qexpenses qof qmotor qvehicles, qequipment 

qand qmachinery qsince qthey qconstitute qprojects qdevelopment qunder qthe qCDF 

qAct. qIt qis qimportant qto qnote qthat qonly q2% qmay qbe qallocated qfor 

qMonitoring qand qEvaluation qof qongoing qprojects qand qcapacity qbuilding 

qactivities qwhile q5% qis qkept qaside qas qan qemergency qreserve qto qbe qmade 

qavailable qfor qemergencies qthat qmay qoccur qin qthe qConstituency qlike qdrought. 
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qNarok qEast qSub qCounty qhas qallocated qonly q1.1% qof qits qbudget qfor 

qcapacity qbuilding; qfar qbelow qthe q2% qguideline q(CDF qOffice, qNarok qEast 

qSub qCounty.  

2.4 Technical expertise of M&E team and Performance of  CDF projects 

The qtechnical qcapacity qof qthe qorganization qin qconducting qevaluations, qthe 

qvalue qand q qparticipation qof qits qhuman qresources qin qthe qpolicymaking 

qprocedure, qtheir qincentive qto qimpact qresolutions, qthat qcan qbe qenormous 

qdeterminants qof qhow qthe qevaluation’s qlessons qare qmade, qconversed qand 

qperceived q(Vanessa q& qGala, q2011). qHuman qcapital qon qthe qproject qshould 

qbe qgiven qclear qjob qallocation qand qdesignation qbe qfitting qtheir qskill, qif qthey 

qare qinsufficient qthen qtraining qfor qthe qnecessary qskills qshould qbe qset. 

For qprojects qusing qstaff qthat qare qreferred qout qin qthe qfield qto qcarry qout 

qproject qactivities qon qtheir qown qthere qis qneed qfor qconstant qand qintensive 

qonsite qsupport qto qthe qfield qstaff q(Ramesh, q2002). qThe qresponsiveness qby qthe 

qorganization qcoupled qwith qincreased qexpectations qfollowing qthe qopportunity 

qcan qlead qto qa qself-fulfilling qprophecy qof qenhanced qoutput qby qthe qemployee, 

q(Pearce qand qRobinson, q2004). 

Evaluation qmust qalso qbe qautonomous qand qrelevant. qIndependence qis qattained 

qwhen qit qis qcarried qout qby qfirms qand qpersons qfree qof qthe qcontrol qof qthose 

qresponsible qfor qthe qdesign qand qimplementation qof qthe qdevelopment 

qintervention q(OECD, q(2002) qand qGaarder q& qBriceno, q2010). qThe qstudy 

qshows qthat qit qis qvital qto qdetermine qwhat qmethods qare qappropriate qto qthe 

qusers’ qneeds qthe qgiven qcontext qand qsubjects qof qdata, qbaseline qand 

qindicators, q(Hulme, q2000). qIn qspite qof qthe qfact qthat qthe qConstituencies 

qDevelopment qFund qdisbursement qis qgrowing qat qhigher qrate, qthe qFund 

qcommits q2% qof qits qbudget qfor qcapacity qbuilding qinto qwhich qMonitoring qand 

qEvaluation qof qCDF qProjects qinvolved. qWhat qis qrequired qof qthe qBoard qand 

qin qaddition, qthe qcommunity qlevel qorgans qtogether qwith qwhich qit qfunctions 
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qcannot qbe qmet qby qthe qexisting qcapacity qboth qin qterms qof qhuman qresources 

qas qwell qas qexisting qskills. q(CDF qBoard qStrategic qPlan, q2011). 

In qorder qto qcarry qout qmonitoring qevaluation qefficiently, qthere qare qsome 

qcritical qfactors qthat qessential qbe qtaken qinto qthe qversion. qThese qcomprise quse 

qof qpertinent qskills, qsound qmethods, qadequate qresources qand qaccountability, qin 

qorder qto qbe qa qquality q(Jones qet qal, q2009). qThe qresources qinclude qskilled 

qpersonnel qand qfinancial qresources. qRogers q(2008) qsuggests qthe quse qof 

qmultistakeholders’ qdialogs qin qdata qcollection, qhypothesis qtesting qand qin qthe 

qintervention, qin qorder qto qlet qbigger qinvolvement qand qrecognize qthe 

qdifferences qthat qmayarise. qAll qthese qmust qbe qdone qwithin qa qsupportive 

qinstitutional qframework qwhile qbeing qcognizant qof qpolitical qinfluence.  

2.5 Time Allocation and Performance of CDF projects 

Time qdimension qof qassessing qproject qsuccess qis qthe qmost qcommon qaspect 

qbrought qout qin qthe qliterature qreview. qPretorius qet’ qal q(2012) qfound qout qthat 

qproject qmanagement qorganizations qwith qmature qtime qmanagement qpractices 

qproduce qmore qsuccessful qprojects qthan qproject qmanagement qorganizations qwith 

qless qmature qtime qmanagement qpractices. qProject qtime qis qthe qabsolute qtime 

qthat qis qcalculated qas qthe qnumber qof qdays/weeks qfrom qstart qon qsite qto 

qpractical qcompletion qof qthe qproject. qSpeed qof qproject qimplementation qis qthe 

qrelative qtime q(Chan, q2001). 

Peterson q& qFisher q(2009) qestablished qthat qconstruction qfirms qare qusually 

qinterested qin qmonitoring qproject qtime qvariance qand qverifying qcontractor 

qprogress qpayments qrequests. qKariungi, q(2014) qexpressed qthat qenergy qsector 

qprojects qwere qcompleted qon qtime qdue qto qfactors qsuch qas qefficient 

qprocurement qprocedures, qfavorable qclimatic qfactors, qtimely qavailability qof 

qfunds qand qproper qutilization qof qproject qplanning qtools. qProject qcompletion 

qwithin qscope qis qconsidered qas qone qof qthe qsuccess qfactor. qThe qproject 

qcharter qor qstatement qof qwork qrequires qthe qimplementers qto qdevelop qa qscope 
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qof qwork qthat qwas qachievable qin qa qspecified qperiod qand qthat qcontained 

qachievable qobjectives qand qmilestones, q(Bredillet, q2009). q q 

Monitoring qgives qinformation qon qwhere qa qpolicy, qprogram, qor qproject qis qat 

qany qgiven qtime q(and qover qtime) qrelative qto qrespective qtargets qand qoutcomes. 

qIt qis qdescriptive qin qintent. qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand 

qoutcomes qare qor qare qnot qbeing qachieved. qIt qseeks qto qaddress qissues qof 

qcausality. qOf qparticular qemphasis qhere qis qthe qexpansion qof qthe qtraditional 

qM&E qfunction qto qfocus qexplicitly qon qoutcomes qand qimpacts q(ChannahSorah, 

q2003). q q 

Evaluation qis qa qcomplement qto qmonitoring qin qthat qwhen qa qmonitoring qsystem 

qsends qsignals qthat qthe qefforts qare qgoing qoff qtrack q(for qexample, qthat qthe 

qtarget qpopulation qis qnot qmaking quse qof qthe qservices, qthat qcosts qare 

qaccelerating, qthat qthere qis qreal qresistance qto qadopting qan qinnovation, qand qso 

qforth), qthen qgood qevaluative qinformation qcan qhelp qclarify qthe qrealities qand 

qtrends qnoted qwith qthe qmonitoring qsystem. qFor qexample, q“If qannual 

qperformance qinformation qis qpresented qby qitself q(in qisolation) qwithout qthe 

qcontext qand qbenefit qof qprogram qevaluation, qthere qis qa qdanger qof qprogram 

qmanagers, qlegislators qand qothers qdrawing qincorrect qconclusions qregarding qthe 

qcause qof qimprovements qor qdeclines qin qcertain qmeasures. 

Simply qlooking qat qtrend qdata qusually qcannot qtell qus qhow qeffective qour 

qgovernment qprogram qinterventions qwere” q(ChannahSorah, q2003).There qis qneed 

qfor qgood qevaluative qinformation qthroughout qthe qlife qcycle qAn qM q& qE 

qsystem qshould qbe qregarded qas qa qlong-term qeffort, qas qopposed qto qan 

qepisodic qeffort qfor qa qshort qperiod qor qfor qthe qduration qof qa qspecific qproject, 

qprogram, qor qpolicy. qSustaining qsuch qsystems qwithin qgovernments qor 

qorganizations qrecognizes qthe qlong qterm qprocess qinvolved qin qensuring qutility 

q(for qwithout qutility, qthere qis qno qlogic qfor qhaving qsuch qa qsystem).  
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2.6 Involvement of Stakeholders and Performance of CDF projects 

The qCDF qProject qcycle qconsisted qof qseveral qstages: qIdentification, qplanning, 

qimplementation qand qmonitoring.It’s qworth qnoting qthat qequal qrepresentation 

qirrespective qof qpolitical, qgender, qtribal, qracial qaffiliations qamong qothers qis 

qvital qfor qsuccessful qimplementation qof qCDF qprojects. qThere qis qneed qfor 

qgender qbalance qat qevery qstage qa qproject qundergoes qto qensure qthe qconcerns 

qand qexperiences qof qwomen qas qwell qas qof qmen qare qaddressed qin qthe 

qdesign, qimplementation, qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qpolicies qand 

qprogrammes, qso qthat qwomen qand qmen qbenefit qequally, qand qinequality qis qnot 

qperpetuated q(Kairu, q2010). 

In qKenya, qKinyoda q(2009)did qa qstudy qon qthelevel qof qparticipation qin qproject 

qidentification qand qselection qby qconstituents qa qcase qof qMakadara qCDF. qThe 

qstudy qrecommended qthatthegovernment q&civil qsociety qshould qfacilitate qpublic 

qawareness qcampaigns. qFurther qthere qshould qalso qbe qguidelines qin qhow qpublic 

qparticipation qshould qtake qplace. qMochiemo(2007) qdid qa qstudy qon qthe 

qcontribution qof qthe qcommunity qin qsuccessful qcompletion qof qCDF qprojects qin 

qKitutu qChache qconstituency qKisii qcentral qDistrict qand qfound qthat qthe 

qgovernment qNGO’s, qCDF qand qany qother qbody qwhich qwould qlike qto qstart qa 

qproject qin qa qcommunity qshould qinvolve qand qencourage qcontributions qof qthe 

qcommunity qform qthe qinitial qidentification qof qa qproject qto qend qand qensure 

qsuccessful qcompletion qand qsustainability. qFurther, qKairu q(2010) qdid qan 

qanalysis qof qthe qfactors qthat qinfluence qsuccessful qmanagement qof qthe qCDF. 

qThe qcase qof qGatanga qconstituency qand qrecommended qthat qthere qshould qbe 

qadequate qtransportation qat qthe qconstituency qlevel qfor qeffective qM q& qE qof 

qthe qprojects. qThere qis qneed qfor qstrict qenforcement qof qthe qprovisions qof 

qCDF qact qin qCDC qformation qto qreduce qproblems qin qimplementation qof qthe 

qCDF qprojects. 
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2.7 Utilization of M&E Results and Performance of CDF projects 

The qutilization qof qM&E qresults qis qcentral qto qthe qperformance qand 

sustainability qof qa qproject q(Mackay, q2007). qUNDP q(2002) qreports qthat qthere 

has qbeen qincreasing qdemand qfor qdevelopment qeffectiveness qto qimprove people’s 

lives. qThis qdemands qfor qeffective qutilization qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation 

results qfor qcontinuous qimprovement qand qquality qof qperformance qin qprojects. q 

Utility qrequires qthat qevaluators qundertake qthe qevaluation qwith qthe qintention qto 

use qits qresults; qthat qthey qcarry qout qevaluation qat qa qtime qwhen qthe qresults 

can qmeaningfully qinform qdecision qmaking qprocesses; qand qthat qevaluations qbe 

accessible q(Rist,Boily q& qMartin, q2011). qMonitoring qand qevaluation qresults qcan 

be qused qin qways qsuch qas qinvolvement qin qdecision qmaking qof qthe qproject, 

redesigning qof qthe qproject, qstrengthening/ qimprovement, qadvocacy qfor qadditional 

resources, qprogram qintervention qof qthe qproject qand qproject qcontrol. qIncentives 

need qto qbe qintroduced qto qencourage qthe quse qof qperformance qinformation 

meaning qthat qsuccess qneeds qto qbe qacknowledged qand qrewarded, qproblems need 

to qbe qaddressed, qmessengers qmust qnot qbe qpunished, qorganizational qlearning qis 

valued, qand qbudget qsavings qare qshared q(Kusek q& qRist, q2004). q 

A qUSAID q(2000) qreport qindicates qthat qfeedback qduring qproject qimplementation 

from qlocal qproject qstaff qand qthe qopportunity qfor qbeneficiaries qto qinfluence 

appropriate revisions qto qproject qactivities qcontributed qto qthe qquality qof 

monitoring information qin qprojects. qMoreover, qto qimprove qperformance 

information qgood qbaseline qdata qcombined qwith qongoing qconsultation qwith 

beneficiaries qprovides qa qfirm qbasis qupon qwhich qto qmake qjudgements qabout 

appropriate qand qtimely qinterventions, qand qlater qabout qthe qachievement qof major 

development qobjectives. qBaseline qdata qand qneeds qassessments qprovide qthe 

information qyou qneed qagainst qwhich qto qassess qimprovements qcaused qby project 

implementation qover qtime qthus qin qorder qto qevaluate qthe qimpact qthe qproject 

has qon qthe qlives qof qbeneficiaries, qyou qhave qto qbe qfamiliar qwith qthe situation 

of qthe qbeneficiaries qbefore qproject qimplementation q(Hunter, q2009). q 
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A qbaseline qstudy qis qnecessary qfor qmost qactivities qas qit qis qimportant qto qfind 

qout qwhat qinformation qis qalready qavailable. qIf qbaseline qinformation qwill qnot 

qbe qused q(or qsubsequently qreplicated) qto qimprove qthe qquality qof qactivity 

qimplementation qor qto qmeasure qdevelopment qresults, qthen qthe qreason qfor 

qcollecting qthe qdata qshould qbe qseriously qquestioned q(USAID, q2002). qBaseline 

qdata qshould qprovide qonly qthe qminimum qinformation qrequired qto qassess qthe 

qkey qaspects qof qquality qof qthe qactivity qdelivery qand qmeasure qthe 

qdevelopment qresults q(including qthe qeventual qimpacts). qAnything qmore qthan 

qthis qis qlikely qto qbe qa qwaste qtime, qeffort qand qresources qand qrisks qmaking 

qthe qbaseline qstudy qnot qreplicable q(UNDP, q2002). 

According qto qRogito q(2010) qstudy qon qthe qinfluence qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qon qprojects qperformance qfound qthat qa qproject qimplemented qwithout 

qthe qbaseline qstudy qencountered qserious qchallenges qon qtracking qits qprogress 

qeffectively qon qindicators. qAccording qto qRogito, qbaseline qneeds qto qbe qplanned 

qand qdone qa qyear qearlier qto qget qfull qinformation qon qthe qproject qto 

qundertake qwhich qwas qnot qdone qfrom qthe qstudy qfindings. qHe qconcludes qthat 

qyouth qprojects qwere qpoorly qperforming qas qbaseline qsurvey qstudy qwas 

qminimally qdone qhence qit qwas qhard qto qachieve qproject qgoals. qHe 

qrecommended qthat qbaseline qstudy qneed qto qbe qproperly qtimed qbefore qproject 

qimplementation qand qthe qfindings qkept qproperly qand qused qto qmonitor qprogress 

qof qproject. 

2.8 Theoretical Framework 

The qtheoretical qframework qof qthis qstudy qwas qguided qby qthe qtheory qof 

qchange qand qthe qrealistic qevaluation qtheory. qThe qtheory qof qchange, qfirst 

qpublished qby qCarol qWeiss qin q1995, qis qdefined qsimply qas qa qtheory qof qhow 

qand qwhy qan qinitiative qworks. qIt qfocused qnot qjust qon qgenerating qknowledge 

qabout qwhether qa qproject qis qeffective, qbut qalso qon qexplaining qhow qand qwhat 

qmethods qit quses qto qbe qeffective q(Cox, q2009). qThe qtheory qof qchange 

qprovides qa qmodel qof qhow qa qproject qis qsupposed qto qwork. 
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It qprovides qa qroad qmap qof qwhere qthe qproject qis qtrying qto qreach. qMonitoring 

and qevaluation qtests qand qrefines qthe qroad qmap qwhile qcommunications qaids qin 

reaching qthe qdestination qby qassisting qto qbring qabout qchange. qFurther, qthe 

theory qof qchange qprovides qthe qbasis qfor qarguing qthat qthe qintervention qis 

making qa qdifference q(Msila q& qSetlhako, q2013). qThis qtheory qsuggests qthat qby 

understanding, qwhat qthe qproject qis qtrying qto qachieve, qhow qand qwhy, qproject 

staff qand qevaluators qwas qable qto qmonitor qand qmeasure qthe qdesired qresults and 

compare qthem qagainst qthe qoriginal qtheory qof qchange q(Alcock, q2009). q 

However, qthis qtheory qfalls qshort qsince qproject qsuccess qis qmuch qmore complex 

(Babbie q& qMouton, q2006). qIt qis qimportant qto qunderstand qsuccess qbeyond just 

knowing q“what qworks”. qExperience qhas qrevealed qthat qblindly qcopying qor 

scaling qan qintervention qhardly qever qworks q(Mackay, q2007). qAn qimportant qtask 

for qmonitoring qand qevaluation qis qto qgather qenough qknowledge qand 

understanding qin qorder qto qpredict q– qwith qsome qdegree qof qconfidence q– qhow 

a qproject qand qset qof qactivities qmight qwork qin qa qdifferent qsituation, qor qhow 

it qneeds qto qbe qadjusted qto qget qsimilar qor qbetter qresults, qhence qinfluencing 

project qperformance q(Jones, q2011). q 

On qthe qother qhand, qthe qrealistic qevaluation qtheory, qfirst qpublished qby qPawson 

in q1997, qprovides qa qmodel qcentered qon qfinding qout qwhat qoutcomes qare 

produced qfrom qproject qinterventions, qhow qthey qare qproduced, qand qwhat qis 

significant qabout qthe qvarying qconditions qin qthe qwhich qthe qinterventions qtake 

place q(Pawson q& qTilley, q2004). qRealistic qevaluation qdeals qwith? what qworks 

for qwhom qin qwhat qcircumstances qand qin qwhat qrespects, qand qhow? q(Pawson 

& qTilley, q2004). qThe qmodel qallows qthe qevaluator qto qunderstand qwhat qaspects 

of qan qintervention qmake qit qeffective qor qineffective qand qwhat qcontextual factors 

are qneeded qto qreplicate qthe qintervention qin qother qareas q(Cohen, qManion 

&Morison, q2008). 

Realistic qevaluation qseeks qto qfind qthe qcontextual qconditions qthat qmake 

interventions qeffective qtherefore qdeveloping qlessons qabout qhow qthey qproduce 

outcomes q(Fukuda-Parr, qLopes q& qMalik, q2002). qThis qtheory qcan qgreatly qaid 
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qin qunderstanding qhow qproject qdeliverables qare qproduced, qhowever qit qfalls 

qshort, qas qit qis qnot qexplicitly qabout qthat qinfluences qproject qperformance qthe 

qconcern qof qthis qstudy. 

2.9 Conceptual Framework 
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Figure 2. 1: Conceptual framework 
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In qthis qconceptual qframework qof qthe qstudy, qthe qindependent qvariable, qM&E, 

consisting qof qfour qconstructs qregarded qas qsubcomponents, qis qconsidered qto 

have qan qinfluence qon qproject qperformance. qBy qimplication, qif qsomething qgoes 

wrong qwith qM&E, qor qis qindeed qabsent, qproject qperformance qis qnegatively 

affected qand qthe qconverse qis qtrue. qThis qimplies qthat qall qactivities qof qM&E 

should qbe qas qcredible qas qpossible qso qthat qnecessary qinformation qon qhow qthe 

project qis qprogressing qis qprovided. qInformation qon qall qthese qsub-components of 

project qperformance, qare qinterestingly qconsidered qat qproject qplanning qdesign. 

During qproject qimplementation, qall qthat qis qdone qis qmonitoring qwhether qan 

activity qhas qbeen qdone qon qschedule qand qif qnot qevaluation qprovides qa qreason 

why qand qproject qmanagement qon qthe qother qhand qcan qadjust qthe qproject qplan 

accordingly.  

2.10 Summary of Literature Review and Knowledge Gap 

This qchapter qhas qpresented qa qreview qof qliterature. qIt qconsist qof qseveral 

sections. qIn qthe qsection qon qM&E qin qproject qperformance qhowever, qM&E 

remains qa qstrategy qand qtool qfor qthe qpromotion qof qproject qmanagement, qand 

the qresults qgenerated qneed qto qbe qapplied qthrough qa qmanagement qhierarchy. 

The qsection qpresenting qhow qM&E qactivities qinfluence qproject qperformance 

brings qout qa qnumber qissue: qi) qhow qinvolvements qof qstakeholders qpromote 

achievement qof qtargeted qresult qin qa qproject. qii) qHow qcost qof qM&E influences 

performance qof qthe qproject. q(iii) qHow qtimeliness qof qM&E qinfluences 

performance qof qprojects qand qlastly qhow qdoes qutilization qof qM&E qresults 

contribute qto qeffectiveness qof qproject qgoals. 
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Table 2.1: Summary of the Literature Review 

Variables Indicators Author and Year Title of the study Findings Knowledge gap 

Performance of 

CDF, infrastructural 

Projects 

Number of 

completed projects 

Timely completion 

Nabulu (2015)  

 

Factors influencing 

performance of 

monitoring and 

evaluation of 

Government 

Projects in Kenya 

case of CDF 

projects in Narok-

East sub-county 

 

The study indicated 

that level of 

training; cost 

management, 

strength of 

monitoring team 

and time 

management 

influence 

performance of 

projects 

The study did not 

indicate after how 

long is the 

standardized time to 

perform monitoring 

and evaluation  

M&E budgeting 

allocation 

Cost of 

infrastructural 

project evaluation 

Financial 

consideration 

Support from CDF 

committee 

Availability 

Omanga (2010) 

 

Factors affecting the 

implementation of 

CDF funded 

projects in Lari 

Constituency 

Procurement 

process is highly 

influenced and thus 

negatively impacts 

on performance of 

CDF projects 

Focuses more on 

M&E in 

Governance 

sector 

Technical expertise 

of M&E team 

Training level 

Requisite skills 

Frequency of 

Gwadoya and 

Robinson, 2012 

Factors influencing 

effective 

implementation of 

monitoring and 

evaluation practices 

The study indicated 

that staff 

competency, 

The research gap in 

this study do not 

indicate on how to 

measure the 

stakeholder support  
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monitoring  Ongoya & Lumallas, 

2005 

Cliff, 2013 

in donor funded 

projects in Kenya: a 

case of Turkana 

District 

resource adequacy, 

technology adoption 

and donor policies 

play a pivotal role 

in determining the 

performance and 

success of donor 

funded project 

M & E has a great 

impact on the 

success of public 

funded project 

Time allocated to 

M&E 

Expected project 

time framework 

M&E time 

scheduled 

Pretorius et’ al 

(2012) 

 

Factors affecting the 

implementation of 

monitoring and 

evaluation practices  

 

Project management 

organizations with 

mature time 

management 

practices produce 

more successful 

projects than project 

management 

organizations with 

The research 

assumed that after 

coming up with an 

effective work plan  

M&E will function 

successfully and  

automatically with 

other functions 

constant 
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less mature time 

management 

practices 

Involvement of  

stakeholders in 

M&E 

Project 

Identification 

Project 

Implementation 

Project 

sustainability 

(Butteriss, 2009). 

Gaebler (2011) 

(Mackay, 2017) 

Partnership for 

managing M&E 

The study findings 

indicated that when 

there is effective 

partnership, 

communication and 

stakeholder support 

there is remarkable 

M&E practice 

which in turn brings 

positive outcome to 

performance of 

organizations. 

The research gap In 

this concept is that 

the study did not 

provide information 

on how data quality 

is standardized and 

the test it has to 

pass. 

Utilization of M&E 

results 

 

 Rogito (2010)  

 

Influence of 

monitoring and 

evaluation on 

projects 

performance 

 

Project 

implemented 

without the baseline 

study encountered 

serious challenges 

on tracking its 

progress effectively 

on indicators 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The qchapter qoutlines qthe qoverall qmethodology qthat qwas qused qin qthe qstudy. 

qThis qincludes qthe qresearch qdesign, qpopulation qof qthe qstudy, qsample qsize, 

qsample qframe, qdata qcollection qmethods, qresearch qprocedures qand qdata qanalysis 

qand qpresentation.  

3.2 Research Design 

This qstudy qemployed qa qdescriptive qsurvey qresearch qdesign. qDescriptive qsurvey 

qresearch qdesigns qare qused qin qpreliminary qand qexploratory qstudies qto qallow 

qresearchers qto qgather qinformation, qsummarize, qpresent qand qinterpret qfor qthe 

qpurpose qof qclarification q(Orodho, q2002). qMugenda qand qMugenda q(2007), qon 

qthe qother qhand qgive qthe qpurpose qof qdescriptive qresearch qas qdetermining qand 

qreporting qthe qway qthings qare. qBorg q& qGall q(1989) qnoted qthat qdescriptive 

qsurvey qresearch qis qintended qto qproduce qstatistical qinformation qabout qaspects 

qof qCDF qthat qinterest qpolicy qmakers. qThe qstudy qfitted qwithin qthe qprovisions 

qof qdescriptive qsurvey qresearch qdesign qbecause qthe qresearcher qcollected qdata 

qand qreport qthe qway qthings qare qwithout qmanipulating qany qvariables. q 

Chandran q(2004) qdescribes qresearch qdesign qas qan qunderstanding qof qconditions 

qfor qcollection qand qanalysis qof qdata qin qa qway qthat qcombines qtheir 

qrelationships qwith qthe qresearch qto qthe qeconomy qof qprocedures. qKrishnaswamy 

q(2009) qsuggests qthat qresearch qdesign qdeals qwith qthe qdetailing qof qprocedures 

qthat qwas qadopted qto qcarry qout qthe qresearch qstudy. 
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3.3 Target Population 

The qpopulation qfor qthis qstudy qwas qCDF qM q& qE qCommittee qmembers, 

qprincipals qof qpublic qsecondary qschools qwith qCDF qprojects qinitiated qin q2015-

2016, qBOM qchairperson qin qpublic qsecondary qschools. qThe qstudy qtherefore 

qtargeted qpopulation qof q156 qrespondents. 

Hair, q(2003) qdefines qpopulation qas qan qidentifiable qtotal qgroup qor qaggregation 

qof qelements q(people) qthat qare qof qinterest qto qa qresearcher qand qpertinent qto 

qthe qspecified qinformation qproblem. qThis qincludes qdefining qthe qpopulation 

qfrom qwhich qour qsample qis qdrawn. qAccording qto qSalkind q(2008), qpopulation 

qis qthe qentire qof qsome qgroups. qThis qis qalso qsupported qby qSekaran qand 

qBougie q(2010), qpopulation qis qdefined qas qentire qgroup qof qpeople qthe 

qresearchers qwant qto qinvestigate. qThere qwere q68 qprojects qinitiated qby qCDF 

qinpublic qsecondary qschools qin qNaivasha qinthe qyear q2015-2016 q(Naivasha 

qCDF qoffice, q2016). q 

Table q3.1 qrepresents qthe qtarget qpopulation qof qthe qstudy. qThis qis qimportant qin 

qillustrating qthe qpopulation qin qits qcategories. 

Table 3.1: Target Population 

Target population category  Target population 

CDF M&E Committee members  
20 

Principals 
68 

BOM chairperson 
68 

Total  
156 

 

The qtable qindicates qthat qthe qtarget qpopulation qof qCDF qM q& qE qCommittee 

qmembers qwere q20, qprincipals qwere q68, qand qBOG qchairpersons qwere q68. 
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3.4 Sample Size and Sampling Procedure 

This qsection qincludes qsample qsize qand qsampling qprocedure qof qthe qstudy:  

3.4.1 Sample Size 

A qsample qsize qis qa qsubset qof qthe qpopulation qto qwhich qresearcher qintends qto 

qgeneralize qthe qresults. qAny qstatements qmade qabout qthe qsample qshould qalso 

qbe qtrue qof qthe qpopulation q(Orodho, q2002). qThe qsample qsize qis qbased qon 

qtable qof qKrejcie qand qMorgan q(1970) qas qadopted qby qSekaran qand qBougie 

q(2010). qKrejcie qand qMorgan q(1970) qgreatly qsimplified qsize qdecision qby 

qproviding qtable qthat qensures qa qgood qdecision qmodel. qAccording qto qMugenda 

qand qMugenda q(2003), qan qobjectively qselected qsample qof qbetween q10-30% qof 

qthe qpopulation qis qconsidered qadequate qfor qgeneralization qof qthe qfindings. 

qThe qstudy qused qa qsimple qrandom qsampling qto qsample qthe qpopulation. qA 

qsample qof q46 qrespondents qwasrandomly qpicked qfrom q156 qrespondents.This 

qwas qnecessary qbecause qthe qtechnique qgave qall qpeople qa qchance qof qbeing 

qselected qinto qthe qsample. q q 

Sample qpopulation qwas qillustrated qin qTable q3.2. 

Table 3.2: Sample Population 

Target population 

category  

Target population Percentage Sample size 

CDF M & E 

Committee members  

20 30% 6 

Principals 68 30% 20 

BOM chairperson 68 30% 20 

Total  156 30% 46 

 

From q qTable q3.2, qa q30% qof qthe qpopulation qwas qchosen qto qmake qthe 

qsample qof qthe qstudy. qThe qCDF qM q& qE qCommittee qmembers qwere q6, 

qprincipals qwere q20, qand qBOM qchairpersons qwere q20. 
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3.5 Research Instruments 

The qmain qtools qof qdata qcollection qfor qthis qstudy qwas qquestionnaires. qA 

qquestionnaire qwas qused qto qgather qprimary qdata. qPatton q(2014) qargued qthat 

qthe qadvantages qof qusing qquestionnaires qare qthat qinformation qcan qbe qcollected 

qfrom qa qlarge qsample; qconfidentiality qis qupheld, qsaves qon qtime qand qhas qno 

qopportunity qfor qinterview qbias. qIt qis qsuitable qfor qdata qcollection qbecause qit 

qallows qthe qresearcher qto qreach qa qlarge qsample qwithin qlimited qtime qand 

qensures qconfidentiality qof qthe qinformation qgiven qby qthe qrespondents. 

qConfidentiality qof qinformation qprovided qallayed qthe qpossibility qof qsuch 

qinformation qbeing qused qagainst qthem qfor qselfish qor qbad qreasons. 

The qdata qcollection qinstruments qin qthis qstudy qis qa: qquestionnaire. qThe quse qof 

qmore qthan qone qmethod qfor qgathering qdata qwas qto qensure qmethodological 

qtriangulation qas qdistinguished qby qDenzin, qas qcited qin qAlan q(2003). qThe 

qquestionnaire qconsists qof qitems qapplying qthe qlikert qscale qwith qthe qresponses 

qranging qfrom qstrongly qagree, qagree, qnot qsure, qdisagree qand qstrongly qdisagree 

qon qa q1,2,3,4,5 qrating qscale. qThe qquestionnaire qconsists qof qboth qopen- qended 

qand qclosed qended qquestions qto qoffer qopportunities qfor qcomments, qsuggestions 

qand qareas qof qimprovement qthat qwould qmake qa qpositive qdifference qwhen 

qusing qmonitoring qand qevaluation qsystems. q 

The qquestionnaire qwas qdivided qinto qsix qsections qwith qthe qfirst qsection 

qdiscussing qSection qA: qGeneral qInformation qand qSection qB: qBudgetary 

qallocation qand qIts qInfluence qto qPerformance qof qMonitoring qand 

qEvaluation,Section qC: qTechnical qexpertise qand qIts qInfluence qto qPerformance 

qof qMonitoring qand qEvaluation,Time qallocated qand qIts qInfluence qto 

qPerformance qof qMonitoring qand qEvaluation,Section qD:Time qallocation qand qIts 

qInfluence qto qPerformance qof qMonitoring qand qEvaluation,Section qE: 

qInvolvement qof qstakeholders qand qIts qInfluence qto qPerformance qof qMonitoring 

qand qEvaluation,Section qF: qUtilization qof qM&E qresults qand qIts qInfluence qto 
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qPerformance qof qMonitoring qand qEvaluation. qThe qquestionnaires qwere qused qto 

qcollect qdata qfrom qall qthe qsix qsections.   

3.5.1 Pilot Testing of the Instruments  

According qto qMugenda qand qMugenda q(2003), qpiloting qrefers qto qpre-testing qof 

qthe qresearch qinstruments qby qadministering qit qto qa qselected qsample qwhich qis 

qsimilar qto qthe qactual qsample qwhich qthe qresearcher qplans qto quse qin qthe 

qstudy. qA q10% qsample qwas qpiloted. qBefore qthe qactual qdata qcollection, qthe 

qdata qcollection qtools qwas piloted qwith qa qsample qof qone qCDF qM q& qE 

qCommittee qmember, q2 principals and q2 BOG qchairpersons. Piloting qwas qused qto 

qestablish qwhether qthe qquestions qare qable qto qmeasure qwhat qthey qwere 

qintended qto qmeasure qand qwhether qthe qrespondents qare qable qto qinterpret qall 

qthe qquestions qin qthe qsame qway, qwhether qthe qwording qof qthe qquestionnaire 

qis qclear qand qif qthere qis qany qresearcher qbias. qAfter qthe qpiloting qexercise, 

qerrors qdetected qwere qcorrected qthus qenhancing qthe qinstrument’s qreliability qand 

qvalidity. 

3.5.2 Validity of Research Instruments 

According qto qMugenda qand qMugenda, q(2003), qvalidity qis qa qmeasure qof 

qrelevance qand qcorrectness. qIt qis qthe qaccuracy qand qmeaningfulness qof 

qinferences qwhich qare qbased qon qthe qresearch qresults. qData qcollection 

qtechniques qmust qyield qinformation qthat qis qnot qonly qrelevant qto qthe qresearch 

qquestions qbut qalso qcorrect. qIn qthis qstudy qvalidity qwas qobtained qby 

qconsulting qa qmonitoring qand qevaluation qexpert qand qthe quniversity qsupervisor.  

3.5.3 Reliability of Research Instruments 

Reliability qis qa qmeasure qof qthe qdegree qto qwhich qa qresearch qinstrument 

qyields qconsistent qresults qor qdata qafter qrepeated qtrials. qThe qreliability qof qthe 

qinstrument qlooked qat qthe qextent qto qwhich qthe qtool qyields qthe qsame qresults 

qon qrepeated qtrials qhence qconsistence qwas qrealized. qIn qthe qstudy qreliability 

qwas qfollowed qthe qfollowing qsteps, qdeveloped qquestionnaire qwas qgiven qto qa 
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qfew qidentical qrespondents qsubjects qnot qincluded qin qthe qmain qstudy, qthe 

qanswered qquestionnaires qwas qanswered qmanual. qAfter qtwo qweeks qthe qsame 

qquestionnaire qwas qadministered qto qthe qsame qgroup qof qsubjects. qThe qquestion 

qresponses qwas qagain qscored qmanually. qThe qtwo qsets qof qscore qwas qthen 

qcorrelated qto qdetermine qthe qdegree qof qaccuracy qand qreliability. qA qhigh 

qcorrelation qof q0.7 qand qabove qindicates qthat qthe qmeasuring qinstrument 

qmeasures qthe qsame qconstruct qand qis qthus qreliable. 

3.6 Data collection Procedures 

The qresearcher qobtained qan qintroductory qletter qfrom qthe qUniversity qto qbe 

qused qin qthe qfield qduring qdata qcollection. qThe qletter qwas qthen qused qby qthe 

qresearcher qto qseek qpermission qto qcarry qout qresearch qand qcollect qData qfrom 

qthe qNational qCommission qfor qScience, qTechnology qand qInnovation. qThe 

qresearcher qadministered qquestionnaires qby qdropping qthe qquestionnaire qand 

qwaiting qfor qthe qrespondents qto qfill. qThe qstudy qproceeded qin qthe qfollowing 

qchronology: qrecruitment qof qone qresearch qassistant; qconducting qbriefing qfor qthe 

qassistant qon qthe qstudy qobjectives, qdata qcollection qprocess qand qstudy 

qinstrument qadministration; qreproduction qof qrequired qcopies qfor qdata qcollection; 

qadministering qinstruments qvia qinterview; qassessment qof qfilled qquestionnaires 

qthrough qserialization qand qcoding qfor qanalysis; qdata qanalysis qand qdiscussion; 

qpreparation qof qthe qconclusion qand qrecommendations.   

3.7 Data Analysis Procedure 

Data qwas qcollected, qexamined qand qchecked qfor qcompleteness qand qclarity. 

qNumerical qdata qcollected qusing qquestionnaires qwas qcoded qand qentered qand 

qanalyzed qwith qthe qhelp qof qcomputer qStatistical qPackage qfor qSocial qScientists 

q(SPSS) qversions q23 qsoftware qprogramme. qA qfrequency qtable qwith qvarying 

qpercentages qwas qused qto qpresent qthe qfindings. qA qresult qof qinterviews qwent 

qthrough qa qcritical qassessment qof qeach qresponse qand qwas qexamined qusing 

qthematic qinterpretation qin qaccordance qwith qthe qmain qobjectives qof qthe qstudy 

qand qthereafter qpresented qin qnarrative qexcerpts qwithin qthe qreport. qStake 
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q(1995) qdescribes qthis qmethod qof qdata qanalysis qas qa qway qof qanalysing qdata 

qby qorganizing qit qinto qcategories qon qthe qbasis qof qthemes qand qconcepts. 

qDifferent qcoloursrepresented qdifferent qthemes. qThis qis qknown qas qcoding. qThe 

qprocedure qassisted qin qreducing qand qcategorizing qlarge qquantity qof qdata qinto 

qmore qmeaningful qunits qfor qinterpretation. q qThe qdata qwas qalso qanalysed 

qusing qregression; qthe qstudy qalso qused qSpearson qcorrelation qto qrelate qthe 

qvariables, qwhile qmultiple qregressions qwas qguided qby qthe qmodel qspecification 

qas qfollows:   

Y=α+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3+β4X4+ε. Where;  

Y q= qPerformance qof qMonitoring qand qEvaluation qsystems q qβ0 q= qConstant 

qTerm qβ1= qBeta qcoefficients qX1= qTechnical qexpertice qon qperformance qof 

qCDF qprojects qX2= qBudgetary qallocation qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects 

qX3= qstakeholders qinvolvement qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojectsX4= qtime 

qallocation qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qX5= q qutilization qof qM q& qE 

qresults qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects. qAre qyou qsure qyour qstudy qis 

qdescriptive. 

3.8 Ethical measures 

The qresearcher qsought qthe qconsent qof qevery qparticipant qand qencourage 

qvoluntary qparticipation qin qthe qresearch. qAlso qsince qa qnumber qof qethical 

qissues qcan qarise qduring qthe qacademic qresearch qwriting qand qpublishing 

qprocess qof qthe qfindings, qhe qexplained qto qthe qparticipants qthe qpurpose qand 

qnature qof qthe qresearch qbefore qengaging qthem qin qthe qstudy.Confidentiality qof 

qthe qinformation qgiven qwas qassured qto qthe qparticipants. qTheir qconfidential 

qinformation qwasonly qaccessed qby qthe qresearcher qand qthe qsupervisor. qThey 

qwere qnot qrequired qto qprovide qany qidentifying qdetails qand qas qsuch, 

qtranscripts qand qthe qfinal qreport qdid qnot qreflect qthe qsubjects qidentifying 

qinformation qsuch qas qtheir qnames. qFinally qthe qresearcher qassured qthe 

qparticipants qthat qnobody qwould qbe qvictimized qabout qany qinformation qgiven, 
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qand qno qnames qorpersonal qidentification qwas qreflected qin qthe qquestionnaire, 

qthe qnumbering qof qthe qquestionnaires qwas qfor qordering qpurpose qonly.   

3.9 Operationalization of variables 

This qsection qanalyses qthe qoperational qdefinition qof qvariables qon qthe qinfluence 

qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qfactors qon qperformance qof qconstituency 

qdevelopment qfund qprojects: qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic 

qsecondary qschools qin qNaivasha qsub-county, qNakuru qCounty. qVariable qare 

qgiven qin qTable q3.3. 
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Table 3.3: Operationalization table 

Objectives variables Indicators Measurement Level of  

scale 

Tools of 

analysis 

 Independent Dependent     

 

Determine the 

influence of 

M&E 

budgetary 

allocation on 

performance 

of CDF 

projects 

M&E budgetary 

allocation 

Performance 

of CDF 

projects 

 Cost of 

infrastructural 

project evaluation 

 Financial 

consideration 

 Support from CDF 

committee 

 Availability 

Amount used to 

support the 

project 

Amount of 

support 

What is 

considered 

before 

supporting the 

project 

Nominal 

Ordinal 

 

Descriptive 

statistics 

-Mean 

Percentages 

-Standard 

deviation 

 

Establish the 

extend to 

which 

technical 

expertise of 

M&E team 

influence 

performance 

of CDF 

projects 

Technical 

expertise of 

M&E team 

Performance 

of CDF 

projects 

 Training offered 

 Requsite skills 

 Frequency of 

monitoring 

 

Level of 

training offered 

Type of 

technology 

used 

No. of times 

the projects is 

evaluates and 

checked 

Nominal 

Ordinal 

 

Descriptive 

statistics 

-Mean 

Percentages 

-Standard 

deviation 

 

Determine the 

influence of 

time 

allocated  to 

M&E on 

performance 

of CDF 

projects 

Time allocated  

to M&E 

Performance 

of CDF 

projects 

 Expected project 

time framework 

 M&E time 

scheduled 

 M&E time 

scheduled against 

planned project 

Time used to 

finish the 

projects 

Number of 

projects 

ongoing 

Number of 

projects 

Nominal 

Ordinal 

 

Descriptive 

statistics 

-Mean 

Percentages 

-Standard 

deviation 
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finished 

Assess the 

extent to 

which 

Involvement 

of 

stakeholders 

in M& E 

process 

influence 

performance 

of  CDF 

projects 

Involvement of 

stakeholders in 

M& E 

Performance 

of CDF 

projects 

 Project 

Identification 

 Project 

Implementation 

 

Number of 

stakeholders 

consulted 

 

Nominal 

Ordinal 

 

Descriptive 

statistics  

-Mean 

Percentages 

-Standard 

deviation 

 

Determine the 

influence of 

utilization of 

M&E results 

on 

performance 

of CDF 

projects 

utilization of 

M&E results 

Performance 

of CDF 

projects 

 Accessible for use 

 Decision making 

 

Number of 

projects used 

Number of 

projects 

initiated 

Nominal 

Ordinal 

 

Descriptive 

statistics 

-Mean 

Percentages 

-Standard 

deviation 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION 

4.1 Introduction  

This qchapter qpresents qdata qanalysis, qpresentation qand qinterpretation. qThe 

qchapter qpresents qthe qbackground qinformation qof qthe qrespondents, qfindings qof 

qthe qanalysis qbased qon qthe qobjectives qof qthe qstudy. qDescriptive qand 

qinferential qstatistics qhave qbeen qand qsummarized qin qtable qform qto qbring qout 

qthe qsignificant qfeatures.  

4.2 Response Rate   

The qstudy qsampled q46 qrespondents qfrom qthe qtarget qpopulation qof q156, 

qcollecting qdata qwith qregards qto qthe qthe qinfluence qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qfactors qon qperformance qof qconstituency qdevelopment qfund qprojects: 

qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qin qNaivasha 

qsub-county, qNakuru qCounty, qKenya. qThe qquestionnaire qreturn qrate qresults qare 

qshown qin qTable q4.1.   

Table 4. 1: Response rate 

Details Frequency 

Questionnaires distributed 46 

Questionnaires returned 35 

Return percentage 76.1 

The qstudy qtargeted qa qsample qsize qof q46 qrespondents qfrom qwhich q35 qfilled 

qin qand qreturned qthe qquestionnaires qmaking qa qresponse qrate qof q76.1%. qThis 

qresponse qrate qwas qsatisfactory qto qmake qconclusions qfor qthe qstudy qas qit 

qacted qas qa qrepresentative. qAccording qto qMugenda qand qMugenda q(1999), qa 
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qresponse qrate qof q50% qis qadequate qfor qanalysis qand qreporting; qa qrate qof 

q60% qis qgood qand qa qresponse qrate qof q70% qand qover qis qexcellent. qBased 

qon qthe qassertion, qthe qresponse qrate qwas qexcellent. qThis qresponse qrate 

qdemonstrated qa qwillingness qof qthe qrespondents qto qparticipate qin qthe qstudy. 

4.3 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents  

The qdemographic qcharacteristics qof qthe qrespondents qare qanalyzed qin qterms qof 

qgender qdistribution, qage qdistribution qand qhighest qeducational qlevel.   

4.3.1 Gender distribution of the respondents  

The qstudy qsought qto qdetermine qthe qgender qcategory qof qthe qrespondents; qthis 

qwas qsought qin qview qof qensuring qthat qboth qmales qand qfemales qin qcommittee 

qmembers qwere qequitably qengaged qin qthis qresearch. qResults qon qgender 

qdistribution qare qshown qin qTable q4.2.  

Table 4. 2: Gender Distribution of the respondent 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Male 24 68.6 

Female 11 31.4 

Total 35 100 

From qthe qresearch qfindings, qthe qstudy qnoted qthat qmajority qof qthe qrespondents 

qwere qmale q(68.6%) qwhereas qthe qrest q(31.4%) qwere qfemale. qThe qfindings 

qshow qa qfair qengagement qof qboth qmales qand qfemale. qThis qimplies qthat qthere 

qwere qmore qmale qrespondents qthan qfemales qwho qtook qpart qin qM q& qE qof 

qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-county, qthe qgender qfindings qindicate qthat 

qmost qmen qtook qpart qin qM q& qE qof qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qsub-county, 

qNakuru qCounty.  
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4.3.2 Age of respondents   

Different qage qgroups qare qperceived qto qhold qdiverse qopinions qon qdeferent 

qissues. qIn qthis qessence qthe qstudy qrequested qthe qrespondents qto qindicate qtheir 

qage qcategory. qResults qon qage qdistribution qare qshown qin qTable q4.3.  

Table 4. 3: Age Category of the respondents 

Age category Frequency Percentage 

Below 30 years 11 31.4 

31 to 49   years 14 40.0 

50  years and above 10 28.6 

Total 35 100  

From qthe qresearch, qmost qof qthe qrespondents qas qshown qby q40.0% qindicated 

qthat qthey qwere qaged qbetween q31 qto q49 qyears, q31.4% qof qthe qrespondents 

qindicated qthat qthey qwere qaged qbelow q30 qyears, qwhereas q28.6% qof qthe 

qrespondents qindicated qthat qthey qwere qaged q50 qyears qand qabove. qThis 

qimplies qthat qrespondents qwere qfairly qdistributed qin qterms qof qtheir qage 

qcategory qand qare qactively qinvolved qin qimplementation qof qCDF qprojects.  

4.3.3 Educational Level of respondents    

Ones qlevel qof qeducation qdetermines qone’s qlevel qof qperception, qand 

qunderstanding qon qvarious qmatters. qIn qthis qessence, qthe qstudy qsought qto 

qdetermine qthe qrespondent’s qhighest qlevel qof qeducation. qResults qon 

qrespondent’s qlevel qof qeducation qare qshown qin qTable q4.4. 
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Table 4. 4: Level of Education of the Respondents 

Level of education Frequency Percentage 

Secondary Education 3 8.6 

Diploma 6 17.1 

Degree 26 74.3 

Total 35 100 

From qthe qresearch qfindings, qthe qstudy qrevealed qthat qmajority qof qthe 

qrespondents qas qshown qby q74.3% qheld qbachelor’s qdegree, q17.1% qof qthe 

qrespondents qheld qcollege qdiploma qcertificates qwhereas q8.6% qof qthe 

qrespondents qheld qsecondary qeducation. qThis qimplies qthat qmajority qof qthe 

qrespondents qwere qacademically qqualified qand qthus qthey qwere qin qa qposition 

qto qgive qcredible qinformation qrelating qto qthis qresearch. 

4.4 Budgetary allocation and its Influence to Performance of CDF projects 

The qfirst qobjective qof qthis qstudy qwas qto qassess qthe qinfluence qof qbudgetary 

qallocation qof qM q& qE qteamon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha 

qSub-County. q 

The qstudy qsought qto qfind qout qwhether qbudgetary qallocation qof qM q& qE 

qteam qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. qThe qfindings 

qare qpresented qin qTable q4.5. 
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Table 4. 5: Relationship between budgetary allocation and performance of CDF 

projects  

Response Frequency Percentage 

Yes 21 60 

No 14 40 

Total 35 100 

As qindicated qin qTable q4.5, q60% qof qthe qrespondents qindicated qthat qbudgetary 

qallocation qof qM q& qE qteam qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe 

qcounty qwhile q40% qof qthe qrespondents qindicated qthat qbudgetary qallocation qof 

qM q& qE qteam qdid qnot qinfluence qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe 

qcounty. 

In qdetermining qthis qobjective, qthe qrespondents qwere qrequested qto qrespond qto 

qseveral qstatements qregarding qthe qcosts qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation. qThe 

qresponses qto qthe qstatements qwere qrated qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging 

qfrom; q1. qVery qlow qextent q2. qLow qextent. q q q3. qModerately qhigh qextent q4. 

q qHigh qextent q5. qVery qhigh qextent. qThese qresults qare qpresented qin qTable 

q4.6. 
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Table 4. 6: Costs of monitoring and evaluation and performance of Government 

initiated projects 

Statement MEAN SD 

Monitoring in government have been predominantly 

characterized by a silo approach 
3.999 0.690 

Monitoring has caused functions to be done by 

different sections in institutions  
3.886 0.682 

Challenges of monitoring in government are lack of 

accountability and poor quality of performance 

information. 

3.869 0.699 

Monitoring and evaluation budget should be about 5 to 

10 percent of the entire budget. 
3.844 0.671 

The project budget should provide a clear and adequate 

provision for monitoring and evaluation events.  
3.531 0.642 

Monitoring and evaluation budget can be delineated 

within the overall project budget. 
3.421 0.613 

Only 2% may be allocated for M&E of ongoing 

projects and capacity building activities  
3.543 0.721 

 

From qthe qrespondents’ qperspective, qPlanning qand qperformance qmonitoring qin 

qgovernment qhave qbeen qpredominantly qcharacterized qby qa qsilo qapproach 

qinfluence qof qPerformance qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qGovernment 

qProjects qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-County qto qa qhigh qextent 

qwith qa qmean qof q(3.999), qPlanning qand qperformance qmonitoring qin 

qgovernment qhas qresulted qin qa qsituation qwhere qplanning, qbudgeting, qand 

qreporting qand qmonitoring qand qevaluation qfunctions qare qdone qby qdifferent 

qsections qin qinstitutions qin qisolation qof qeach qother q qhigh qextent q(3.886), 

qChallenges qof qperformance qmonitoring qin qgovernment qinclude qthe qlack qof 

qaccountability, qparticularly qfor qmonitoring qand qreporting qon qperformance 

qinformation, qunrealistic qtarget qsetting qand qpoor qquality qof qperformance 

qinformation qinfluence qimplementation qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof 
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qinfluence qof qPerformance qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qGovernment 

qProjects qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-County qto qa qhigh qextent 

qwith qa qmean qof q(3.839), qMonitoring qand qevaluation qbudget qcan qbe 

qobviously qdelineated qwithin qthe qoverall qproject qbudget qto qgive qthe 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qfunction qthe qdue qrecognition qit qplays qin qproject 

qrunning, qinfluence qof qPerformance qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof 

qGovernment qProjects qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-County qto qa 

qmoderate qextent qof q(3.421). q 

The qstudy qnoted qthat qimproved qcontrol qof qactivity qcosts, qbetter qmanagement 

qof qbudgets, qimproved qplanning qof qactivities, qbetter qmonitoring qof qactivities, 

qmore qefficient qresource qallocation, qand qbetter qmonitoring qof qthe qproject 

qschedule”. qProject qsuccess qis qdefined qby qvarious qscholars qon qthe qbasis qof 

qdelivery qof qall qor qmost qof qwhat qit qsaid qit qwould q(the qscope); qdelivery qof 

qscope qon qschedule qand/or qwithin qthe qagreed qbudget; qdelivery qto qthe 

qexpected qquality qstandards; qachievement qof qproject qobjectives; qand qmost 

qimportantly qthe qcreation qof qsignificant qnet qvalue qfor qthe qorganization qafter 

qthe qproject qcompletion. q q 

The qproject qcosting qshould qprovide qa qclear qand qadequate qprovision qfor 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qevents. q qMonitoring qand qevaluation qbudget qcan 

qbe qobviously qdelineated qwithin qthe qoverall qproject qcosting qto qgive qthe 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qfunction qthe qdue qrecognition qit qplays qin qproject 

qrunning, q(Gyorkos, q2003; qMcCoy, q2005). q qIt qis qimportant qto qnote qthat qonly 

q2% qmay qbe qallocated qfor qMonitoring qand qEvaluation qof qongoing qprojects 

qand qcapacity qbuilding qactivities qwhile q5% qis qkept qaside qas qan qemergency 

qreserve qto qbe qmade qavailable qfor qemergencies qthat qmay qoccur qin qthe 

qConstituency qlike qdrought. 
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4.5 Technical expertise of M&E team and its Influence to Performance of CDF 

projects 

The qsecond qobjective qof qthis qstudy qwas qto qdetermine qthe qinfluence qof 

qtechnical qexpertise qof q qMonitoring qand qEvaluation qteam qon qperformance qof 

qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-County. 

The qstudy qsought qto qfind qout qwhether qtechnical qexpertise qof qM q& qE qteam 

qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. qThe qfindings qare 

qpresented qin qTable q4.7. 

Table 4. 7: Relationship between technical expertise and performance of CDF 

projects  

Response Frequency Percentage 

Yes 24 69 

No 11 31 

Total 35 100 

From qthe qfindings qindicated qin qTable q4.7, q69% qof qthe qrespondents qindicated 

qthat qtechnical qexpertise qof qM q& qE qteam qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF 

qprojects qin qthe qcounty qwhile q31% qindicated qthat qtechnical qexpertise qof qM 

q& qE qteam qdid qnot qinfluence qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. 

This qobjective qwas qachieved qby qasking qthe qrespondents qto qrespond qto qseveral 

qquestions qdescribing qthe qextend qof qtechnical qexpertise qon qPerformance qof 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof q qGovernment qProjects qcase qof q qCDF qprojects 

qin qNaivasha qEast qSubCounty q qSpecifically, qthe qrespondents qwere qasked qto 

qindicate qthe qinfluence qof qtechnical qexpertise qon qperformance qof qGovernment 

qinitiated qprojects qin qNaivasha qsub qcounty. qThe qstatus qof qthis qvariable qwas 

qrated qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging qfrom; q1. qVery qlow qextent q2. qLow 

qextent. q q q3. qModerately qhigh qextent q4. q qHigh qextent q5. qVery qhigh qextent. 
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qThe qresults qon qthis qare qsummarized qas qfollows. qThe qstudy qfirst qsought qto 

qestablish qthe qextend qof qTraining qand qits qinfluence qto qperformance qof 

qMonitoring qand qEvaluation qof qthe qrespondents. qThe qresults qon qthis qare 

qgiven qin qTable q4.8. 

Table 4. 8: Technical Expertise and Performance of Government Initiated Projects 

Statement MEAN SD 

Human capitals on the project should be given clear 

job allocation and designation  

3.767 0.687 

The responsiveness can lead to a self-fulfilling 

prophecy of enhanced output by the employee 

3.045 0.563 

Independence is attained when it is carried out by 

firms and persons free of the control of those 

responsible for the design and implementation of the 

development intervention 

3.004 0.532 

CDF disbursement is growing at higher rate 2.873 0.481 

What is required of the Board cannot be met by the 

existing capacity ( human resources and skills)  

2.783 0.455 

 

The qrespondents qwere qasked qto qindicate qhow qtechnical qexpertise qof 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qteam qinfluenced qperformanceof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha 

qSub-County. qThe qresults qshow qthat qthe qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qindicated 

qthat qHuman qcapitals qon qthe qproject qshould qbe qgiven qclear qjob qallocation 

qand qdesignation qbe qfitting qtheir qskill qinfluence qperformance q qof qmonitoring 

qand qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects qthe qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin 

qNaivasha qSub-County qto qa qhigh qextent qwith qa qmean qof q(3.767). qThe 
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qresponsiveness qby qthe qorganization qcoupled qwith qincreased qexpectations 

qfollowing qthe qopportunity qcan qlead qto qa qself-fulfilling qprophecy qof qenhanced 

qoutput qby qthe qemployee qModerately qmoderate qextent q(3.045), qand qIn qorder 

qto qcarry qout qmonitoring qevaluation qefficiently, qthere qare qsome qcritical qfactors 

qthat qessential qbe qtaken qinto qthe qversion qto qa qmoderate qextent qwith qa qmean 

qof q(2.712). qThe qrespondents qwere qfurther qasked qto qexpress qtheir qview qon 

qhow qLevel qof qtechnical qexpertisemonitoring qand qevaluation qteam qinfluenced 

qperformance qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects. qThey 

qargued qthat quntrained qstaff qwill qhave qa qchallenge qin qimplementation qof qM 

q& qE qthus qpoor qresults qwhereas qtrained qand qknowledgeable qteams qor 

qstakeholders qare qkey qin qensuring qquality qM q& qE qthus qperformance qof qall 

qprojects qon qkeys qissues qlike qquality qfeedback qand qinformation qon qprogram 

qplanning qand qdesign. qForesti, q(2007) qargues qthis qmeans qnot qobjectively 

qtraining, qbut qa qwhole qsuite qof qlearning qapproaches: qfrom qsecondments qto 

qresearch qinstitutes qand qopportunities qto qwork qon qimpact qevaluations qwithin 

qthe qorganization qor qsomewhere qelse qto qimprove qtheir qperformance, qto qtime 

qspent qby qproject qstaff qin qevaluation qsection qand qsimilarly, qtime qtaken qby 

qevaluators qin qthe qground. qEvaluation qmust qalso qbe qautonomous qand qrelevant. 

4.6 Time Allocated to Monitoring and Evaluation and its Influence to Performance 

of CDF projects 

The qthird qobjective qof qthis qstudy qwas qto qassess qthe qinfluence qof qtime 

qallocated qto qmonitoring qand qevaluation qand qits qinfluence qto qperformance qof 

qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-County. q 

The qstudy qsought qto qfind qout qwhether qtime qallocation qto qM q& qE qteam 

qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. qThe qfindings qare 

qpresented qin qTable q4.9. 
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Table 4. 9: Relationship between time allocation to M & E team and performance of 

CDF projects 

Response Frequency Percentage 

Yes 28 80 

No 7 20 

Total 35 100 

As qindicated qin qin qtable q4.9, q80% qof qthe qrespondents qindicated qthat qtime 

qallocated qto qmonitoring qand qevaluationinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF 

qprojects qwhile q20%of qthe qrespondents qindicated qthat qtime qallocated qto 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qdid qnot qinfluence qperformance qof qCDF qprojects. 

In qdetermining qthis qobjective, qthe qrespondents qwere qrequested qto qrespond qto 

qseveral qstatements qregarding qthe qTime qallocated qfor qthe qevaluation, qExpected 

qproject qtimeframe, qM q& qE qtime qscheduled qand qM q& qE qtime qschedule 

qagainst qplaned qproject qactivities qtime qduration qof qthe qCDF qproject. qThe 

qresponses qto qthe qstatements qwere qrated qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging 

qfrom; q1. qVery qhigh qextent q qto qLow qextent. q q5. qVery qlow qextent. qThese 

qresults qare qpresented qin qTable q4.7 qThe qstatus qof qthis qvariable qwas qrated 

qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging qfrom; q1. qVery qlow qextent q2. qLow 

qextent. q q q3. qModerately qhigh qextent q4. q qHigh qextent q5. qVery qhigh qextent. 

qThese qresults qare qpresented qin qTable q4.10.   
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Table 4. 10: Time Allocated to Monitoring and Evaluation and Its Influence To 

Performance 

Statement MEAN SD 

Monitoring gives information on where a project is at 

any given time. 
3.875 0.634 

Evaluation gives evidence of why targets and outcomes 

are or are not being achieved. 
3.456 0.685 

Evaluation is a complement to monitoring  
3.643 0.643 

An M&E system should be regarded as a long-term 

effort 
3.654 0.641 

Sustaining such systems within governments or 

organizations recognizes the long term process  
3.584 0.611 

The qstudy qsought qinformation qfrom qthe qrespondents qtime qallocated qto 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qand qinfluence qperformance qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qof qGovernment qinitiated qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub-County. qThe 

qstudy qfound qout qthat qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qto qhigh qextent 

qthat qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes qare qor qare 

qnot qbeing qachieved qwith qa qmean qof q(3.875). qAn qM q& qE qsystem qshould 

qbe qregarded qas qa qlong-term qeffort, qas qopposed qto qan qepisodic qeffort qfor qa 

qshort qperiod qor qfor qthe qduration qof qa qspecific qproject, qprogram, qor qpolicy 

qto qa qhigh qextent qwith qa qmean qof q(3.654), qEvaluation qis qa qcomplement qto 

qmonitoring qin qthat qwhen qa qmonitoring qsystem qsends qsignals qthat qthe qefforts 

qare qgoing qoff qtrack qto qa qhigh qextent qrate qwith qa qmean qof q(3.643), 

qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes qare qor qare qnot 

qbeing qachieved qmoderate qextent. q(3.456). qRespondents’ qopinions qwere qalso 

qsought qat qestablishing qhow qstakeholders’ qTime qallocated qfor qM q& qE 

qinfluence qperformance qof qM q& qE qGovernment qinitiated qprojects qin qNaivasha 
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qSubCounty, qthey qpointed qout qlack qof qsupport qby qCDF qoffice qin qallocating 

qfunds qrequired qto qreinforce qM q& qE qactivities. qPretorius qet’ qal q(2012) qfound 

qout qthat qproject qmanagement qorganizations qwith qmature qtime qmanagement 

qpractices qproduce qmore qsuccessful qprojects qthan qproject qmanagement 

qorganizations qwith qless qmature qtime qmanagement qpractices. qProject qtime qis 

qthe qabsolute qtime qthat qis qcalculated qas qthe qnumber qof qdays/weeks qfrom 

qstart qon qsite qto qpractical qcompletion qof qthe qproject. qSpeed qof qproject 

qimplementation qis qthe qrelative qtime q(Chan, q2001). 

4.7 Involvement of Stakeholders in M& E Process and its Influence to Performance 

The qfourth qobjective qof qthis qstudy qwas qto qassess qinvolvement qof qstakeholders 

qin qM q& qE qprocess qand qits qinfluence qto qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin 

qNaivasha qSub-County. q 

The qstudy qsought qto qfind qout qwhether qinvolvement qof qstakeholders qin qM q& 

qE qteam qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. qThe 

qfindings qwere qpresented qin qTable q4.11. 

Table 4. 11: Relationship between involvement of stakeholders and performance of 

CDF projects 

Response Frequency Percentage 

Yes 26 74 

No 9 26 

Total 35 100 

From qthe qfindings qindicated qin qTable q4.11 qabove, q74% qof qthe qrespondents 

qindicated qthat qinvolvement qof qstakeholders qin qM q& qE qteam qinfluenced 

qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qwhile q26% qindicated qthat qinvolvement qof 

qstakeholders qin qM q& qE qteam qdid qnot qinfluence qperformance qof qCDF 

qprojects. 
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The qstudy qsought qto qestablish qthe qextent qto qwhich qrespondents qagreed qwith 

qthe qabove qstatements qrelating qto qstakeholder’s qinvolvement qin qthe qCDF 

qproject.The qresponses qto qthe qstatements qwere qrated qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert 

qscale qranging qfrom; q1. qStrongly qdisagree qto qStrongly qagree. q q5. qVery qlow 

qextent. qThese qresults qare qpresented qin qTable q4.12 qThe qstatus qof qthis 

qvariable qwas qrated qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging qfrom; q1. qStrongly 

qDisagree q q2. qDisagree. q q q3. qNeutral q4. q qAgree. q q5. qStrongly qagree. 

qThese qresults qare qpresented qin qTable q4.12. 

Table 4. 12: Stakeholder’s Involvement in the CDF Project 

Statement MEAN SD 

There was fairness in selection of committee members  2.02 1.03 

The committee includes local constituents  4.04 1.00 

There was a thorough need assessment based on 

community priority when identifying the projects  
 

3.54 1.29 

Tenders were awarded to the local community suppliers  2.22 1.29 

The locals constituents supplied labor needed for the 

projects  

4.16 0.98 

The community supplied locally available materials for 

project  

3.87 1.22 

From qthe qresearch qfindings, qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qthat qthe 

qlocals qconstituents qsupplied qlabor qneeded qfor qthe qprojects qas qshown qby qa 

qmean qof q4.16, qthe qcommittee qincludes qlocal qconstituents qas qshown qby qa 

qmean qof q4.04, qthe qcommunity qsupplied qlocally qavailable qmaterials qfor qthe 

qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q3.87, qthere qwas qa qthorough qneed 

qassessment qbased qon qcommunity qpriority qwhen qidentifying qthe qprojects qas 

qshown qby qa qmean qof q3.54. qOthers qdisagreed qthat qthere qwas qfairness qin 

qselection qof qcommittee qmembers qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q2.02 qand qthat 
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qtenders qwere qawarded qto qthe qlocal qcommunity qsuppliers qas qshown qby qa 

qmean qof q2.22. q 

The qstudy qalso qnoted qthat qinitiation qof qnew qprojects qis qa qcollective 

qresponsibility qthat qinvolves qall qStakeholders qand qinitiation qhelps qmanagers 

qidentify qthe qprecise qproblem qareas qthat qneed qimprovement. qThe qstudy qalso 

qfound qthat qthe qrespondents qwere qfully qaware qof qprojects qundertaken qand 

qinitiation qprovides qimmediate qshort-run qfeedback qon qwhether qquality 

qimprovement qefforts qare qsucceeding. qRespondents qfurther qreported q qthat 

qCDFC, qPMC qand qGovernment qOfficials qwere qanalyzing, qthe qneeds qin 

qmeasurable qgoals, qwere qdoing qstakeholder qanalysis, qincluding qusers qand 

qsupport qpersonnel, qwere qdoing qfinancial qanalysis qof qthe qcosts qand qbenefits 

qincluding qbudgets qand qwere qreviewing qcurrent qoperations. 

4.8 Utilization of Monitoring and Evaluation Results and project performance  

The qfifthth qobjective qof qthis qstudy qwas qto qassess qinfluence qof qutilization qof 

qmonitoring qand qevaluation qresults qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qin 

qNaivasha qSub-County. q 

The qstudy qsought qto qfind qout qwhether qevaluation qteam qfollowed qthe qlaid 

qdown qstandard qprocedure qwhile qevaluating qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. qThe 

qfindings qwere qpresented qin qTable q4.13. 

Table 4. 13: Evaluation team and laid down standard procedure  

Response Frequency Percentage 

Yes 30 86 

No 5 14 

Total 35 100 
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According qto qthe qfindings qindicated qin q qTable q q4.13 q86% qof qthe 

qrespondents qindicated qthat qevaluation qteam qfollowed qthe qlaid qdown qstandard 

qprocedure qwhile qevaluating qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty qwhile q14% qindicated 

qthat qevaluation qteam qdid qnot qfollow qthe qlaid qdown qstandard qprocedure 

qwhile qevaluating qCDF qprojects qin qthe qcounty. 

The qstudy qsought qto qestablish qthe qextent qto qwhich qrespondents qagreed qwith 

qthe qstatements qrelating qto qutilization qM q& qE qresults qon qCDF qproject. qThe 

qresponses qto qthe qstatements qwere qrated qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging 

qfrom; q1. qStrongly qdisagree qto qStrongly qagree. q q5. qVery qlow qextent. qThese 

qresults qare qpresented qin qTable q4.12 qThe qstatus qof qthis qvariable qwas qrated 

qon qa q5 qpoint qLikert qscale qranging qfrom; q1. qStrongly qDisagree q q2. 

qDisagree. q q q3. qNeutral q4. q qAgree. q q5. qStrongly qagree. qThese qresults qare 

qpresented qin qTable q4.14. 

Table 4. 14: Influence of Utilization M&E Results on CDF project 

Statement MEAN SD 

The local community can freely access the projects  
4.13 1.04 

Use of baseline information improves the performance 

of projects 

4.18 1.01 

The community has benefited from the projects  
 

3.82 1.09 

The qstudy qsought qto qestablish qthe qextent qto qwhich qrespondents qagreed qwith 

qthe qabove qstatements qrelating qto qeffect qof qutilization qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qresults qon qperformance qof qCDF qproject, qFrom qthe qresearch 

qfindings, qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qthat quse qof qbaseline 

qinformation qimproves qthe qperformance qof qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof 

q4.18, qthe qlocal qcommunity qcan qfreely qaccess qthe qprojects qas qshown qby qa 

qmean qof q4.13 qand qthe qcommunity qhas qbenefited qfrom qthe qprojects qas 

qshown qby qa qmean qof q3.82. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction  

This qchapter qpresents qa qsummary qof qthe qstudy qfindings, qdiscussions, 

qconclusions qand qrecommendations. qIt qalso qmakes qsuggestions qfor qfurther 

qresearch.The qfindings qare qsummarized qin qline qwith qthe qobjectives qof qthe 

qstudy qwhich qwas qto qinvestigate qthe qinfluence qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation 

qfactors qon qperformance qof qconstituency qdevelopment qfund qprojects: qa qcase 

qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qin qNaivasha qsub-

county, qNakuru qCounty, qKenya. 

5.2 Summary of Findings   

In qthe qfirst qobjective qwhich qwas qto qassess qthe qinfluence qof qM q& qE 

qbudgetary qallocation qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof 

qinfrastructural qprojects qin qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-County 

qin qKenya. qThe qstudy qfound qout qthat qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qto 

qa qhigh qextent qthat qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes 

qare qor qare qnot qbeing qachieved qwith qa qmean qof q(3.875). qMonitoring qand 

qevaluation qcosting qshould qbe qabout q5 qto q10 qpercent qof qthe qentire qbudget, 

q(Kelly q& qMagongo, q2004, qIFRC, q2001 qand qAIDS qAlliance, q2006). 

For qthe qsecond qobjective qthat qwas qto qdetermine qhow qtechnical qexpertise qof 

qM q& qE qteam qinfluenced qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof 

qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-

County.The qresults qshow qthat qthe qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qindicated qthat 

qHuman qcapitals qon qthe qproject qshould qbe qgiven qclear qjob qallocation qand 

qdesignation qbe qfitting qtheir qskill qinfluence qperformance q qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects qthe qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha 
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qSub qCounty qto qa qhigh qextent qwith qa qmean qof q(3.767). qThis qconcurs qwith 

qthe qfindings qof qPearce q& qRobinson q(2004) qwho qindicated qthat qthe 

qresponsiveness qby qthe qorganization qcoupled qwith qincreased qexpectations 

qfollowing qthe qopportunity qcan qlead qto qa qself-fulfilling qprophecy qof qenhanced 

qoutput qby qthe qemployee, q(Pearce q&Robinson, q2004). 

Regarding qthe qthird qobjective qwhich qwas qto qestablish qhow qtime qallocated q 

qto qM q& qE qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof qinfrastructural 

qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-County.The 

qfindings qof qthe qstudy qshowed qthat qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qto qa 

qhigh qextent qthat qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes 

qare qor qare qnot qbeing qachieved qwith qa qmean qof q(3.875). qThis qconcurs qwith 

qBredillet q(2009) qwho qindicated qthat qthe qproject qcharter qor qstatement qof 

qwork qrequires qthe qimplementers qto qdevelop qa qscope qof qwork qthat qwas 

qachievable qin qa qspecified qperiod qand qthat qcontained qachievable qobjectives 

qand qmilestones. q 

Fourth qobjective qwas qto qexamine qhow qinvolvement qof qstakeholders qin qM q& 

qE qprocess qinfluenced qperformance qof q qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof 

qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-

County. qThe qfindings qof qthe qstudy qfound qthat qMajority qof qthe qrespondents 

q(3.998) q qagreed qto qVery qhigh qextent qthat qProviding qsupport qand 

qstrengthening qof qM q& qE qteam qis qa qsign qof qgood qgovernance qthat 

qinfluence qperformance q qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects 

qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSub qCounty, q(3.998). qThis qconcurs 

qwith qKinyoda q(2009) qwho qdid qa qstudy qon qthe qlevel qof qparticipation qin 

qproject qidentification qand qselection qby qconstituents qa qcase qof qMakadara 

qCDF. 

The qfifth qobjective qwas qto qestablish qthe qinfluence qof qutilization qof qM q& qE 

qresults qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects 

qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-County. qThe qresults 
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qshow qthat qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qthat quse qof qbaseline 

qinformation qimproves qthe qperformance qof qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof 

q4.18. qA qUSAID q(2000) qreport qindicates qthat qfeedback qduring qproject 

qimplementation qfrom qlocal qproject qstaff qand qthe qopportunity qfor qbeneficiaries 

qto qinfluence qappropriate qrevisions qto qproject qactivities qcontributed qto qthe 

qquality qof qmonitoring qinformation qin qprojects. 

5.3 Discussions of the Findings   

This qDiscussion qof qthe qFindings qwas qguided qby qthe qfive qobjectives qof qthe 

qstudy qas qdiscussed qbelow; q 

For qthe qfirst qobjective qwhich qwas qto qexamine qthe qinfluence qof qM q& qE 

qbudgetary qallocation qon qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof 

qinfrastructural qprojects qin qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-County. 

qThe qstudy qfound qout qthat qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qto qa qhigh 

qextent qthat qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes qare qor 

qare qnot qbeing qachieved qwith qa qmean qof q(3.875). qAn qM q& qE qsystem 

qshould qbe qregarded qas qa qlong-term qeffort, qas qopposed qto qan qepisodic qeffort 

qfor qa qshort qperiod qor qfor qthe qduration qof qa qspecific qproject, qprogram, qor 

qpolicy qto qa qHigh qextent qwith qa qmean qof q(3.654). qMonitoring qand 

qevaluation qcosting qshould qbe qabout q5 qto q10 qpercent qof qthe qentire qbudget, 

q(Kelly q& qMagongo, q2004, qIFRC, q2001 qand qAIDS qAlliance, q2006). qThe 

qstudy qtherefore qconcludes qthat qshort qtime qallocation qto qM q& qE qare qsome 

qof qthe qchallenges qthat qconstantly qface qthe qproject qmonitoring qfunction. qThis 

qis qin qline qwith qthe qfindings qof qBruijn q(2007) qwho qindicated qthat qother 

qchallenges qof qperformance qof qCDF qprojects qinclude qthe qlack qof 

qaccountability, qparticularly qfor qmonitoring qand qreporting qon qperformance 

qinformation, qunrealistic qtarget qsetting qand qpoor qquality qof qperformance 

qinformation q(Bruijn, q2007). 

For qthe qsecond qobjective, qthe qresults qshow qthat qthe qmajority qof qthe 

qrespondents qindicated qthat qHuman qcapitals qon qthe qproject qshould qbe qgiven 
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qclear qjob qallocation qand qdesignation qbe qfitting qtheir qskill qinfluence 

qperformance q qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects qthe qcase 

qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha qSubCounty qto qa qhigh qextent qwith qa qmean 

qof q(3.767) q qwere qfound qto qinfluence qperformance qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qof qConstituency qDevelopment qFund qProjects qin qNaivasha 

qSubCounty. qThis qconcurs qwith qthe qfindings qof qPearce q& qRobinson q(2004) 

qwho qindicated qthat qthe qresponsiveness qby qthe qorganization qcoupled qwith 

qincreased qexpectations qfollowing qthe qopportunity qcan qlead qto qa qself-fulfilling 

qprophecy qof qenhanced qoutput qby qthe qemployee, q(Pearce q&Robinson, q2004). 

The quntrained qstaff qwill qhave qa qchallenge qin qimplementation qof qM&E qthus 

qpoor qresults qwhereas qtrained qand qknowledgeable qteams qor qstakeholders qare 

qkey qin qensuring qquality qM&E qand qimplementation qof qall qprojects qon qkeys 

qissues qlike qquality qfeedback qand qinformation qon qprogram qplanning qand 

qdesign. qThe qstudy qis qin qline qwith qHulme q(2000) qwho qindicated qthat qit qis 

qvital qto qdetermine qwhat qmethods qare qappropriate qto qthe qusers’ qneeds qthe 

qgiven qcontext qand qsubjects qof qdata, qbaseline qand qindicators, q(Hulme, q2000). 

Regarding qthe qthird qobjective, qthe qfindings qof qthe qstudy qshowed qthat 

qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qto qVery qhigh qextent qthat qEvaluation 

qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes qare qor qare qnot qbeing qachieved 

qwith qa qmean qof q(3.875). qThis qconcurs qwith qBredillet q(2009) qwho qindicated 

qthat qthe qproject qcharter qor qstatement qof qwork qrequires qthe qimplementers qto 

qdevelop qa qscope qof qwork qthat qwas qachievable qin qa qspecified qperiod qand 

qthat qcontained qachievable qobjectives qand qmilestones, q(Bredillet, q2009). 

qEvaluation qgives qevidence qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes qare qor qare qnot 

qbeing qachieved qVery qlow qextent. q(3.456), qtherefore qthe qstudy qconcludes qthat 

qshort qtime qallocation qto qM q& qE qare qsome qof qthe qchallenges qthat 

qconstantly qface qthe qproject qmonitoring qfunction qof qGovernment qProjects qin 

qKenya: qthe qCase qof qConstituency qDevelopment qFund qProjects qin qNaivasha 

qSub-County. qThis qis qin qline qwith qPretorius qet’ qal q(2012), qwho qfound qout 

qthat qproject qmanagement qorganizations qwith qmature qtime qmanagement 
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qpractices qproduce qmore qsuccessful qprojects qthan qproject qmanagement 

qorganizations qwith qless qmature qtime qmanagement qpractices. qProject qtime qis 

qthe qabsolute qtime qthat qis qcalculated qas qthe qnumber qof qdays/weeks qfrom 

qstart qon qsite qto qpractical qcompletion qof qthe qproject. qSpeed qof qproject 

qimplementation qis qthe qrelative qtime q(Chan, q2001). q 

Fourth qobjective qthe qresults qrevealed qthat qthe qlocals qconstituents qsupplied 

qlabor qneeded qfor qthe qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q4.16. qthe 

qcommittee qincludes qlocal qconstituents qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q4.04. qThis 

qconcurs qwith qKinyoda q(2009) qwho qdid qa qstudy qon qthe qlevel qof 

qparticipation qin qproject qidentification qand qselection qby qconstituents qa qcase qof 

qMakadara qCDF. qFurther qthere qshould qalso qbe qguidelines qin qhow qpublic 

qparticipation qshould qtake qplace.The qcommunity qsupplied qlocally qavailable 

qmaterials qfor qthe qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q3.87, qthere qwas qa 

qthorough qneed qassessment qbased qon qcommunity qpriority qwhen qidentifying qthe 

qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q3.54. qOthers qdisagreed qthat qthere qwas 

qfairness qin qselection qof qcommittee qmembers qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q2.02 

qand qthat qtenders qwere qawarded qto qthe qlocal qcommunity qsuppliers qas qshown 

qby qa qmean qof q2.22. qThis qis qin qline qwith qKairu q(2010) qwho qdid qan 

qanalysis qof qthe qfactors qthat qinfluence qsuccessful qmanagement qof qthe qCDF, 

qthe qcase qof qGatanga qconstituency qand qrecommended qthat qthere qshould qbe 

qadequate qtransportation qat qthe qconstituency qlevel qfor qeffective qM q& qE qof 

qthe qprojects. qThere qis qneed qfor qstrict qenforcement qof qthe qprovisions qof 

qCDF qact qin qCDC qformation qto qreduce qproblems qin qimplementation qof qthe 

qCDF qprojects. 

Fifth qobjective qthe qresults qshowed qtha qtuse qof qbaseline qinformation qimproves 

qthe qperformance qof qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q4.18. qA qUSAID 

q(2000) qreport qindicates qthat qfeedback qduring qproject qimplementation qfrom 

qlocal qproject qstaff qand qthe qopportunity qfor qbeneficiaries qto qinfluence 

qappropriate qrevisions qto qproject qactivities qcontributed qto qthe qquality qof 

qmonitoring qinformation qin qprojects.The qcommunity qhas qbenefited qfrom qthe 
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qprojects qas qshown qby qa qmean qof q3.82. qAccording qto qRogito q(2010) qstudy 

qon qthe qinfluence qof qmonitoring qand qevaluation qon qprojects qperformance 

qfound qthat qa qproject qimplemented qwithout qthe qbaseline qstudy qencountered 

qserious qchallenges qon qtracking qits qprogress qeffectively qon qindicators. 

5.4 Conclusion of the Study 

The qfindings qof qthe qstudy qrevealed qthat qinfluence qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qfactors qon qperformance qof qconstituency qdevelopment qfund qprojects: 

qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qin qNaivasha 

qsub-county, qNakuru qCounty, qKenya. qBoth qhave qprovided qcritical qlessons qfor 

qaddressing qM&E, qperformance qand qresults qas qimplementation qof qMonitoring 

qand qEvaluation qof qGovernment qProjects. q 

The qfirst qobjective qwas qinfluence qof qM q& qE qbudgetary qallocation qon 

qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof qinfrastructural qprojects qin qsecondary 

qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-County.The qstudy qfound qout qthat qmajority 

qof qthe qrespondents qagreed qto qa qhigh qextent qthat qEvaluation qgives qevidence 

qof qwhy qtargets qand qoutcomes qare qor qare qnot qbeing qachieved qwith qa qmean 

qof q(3.875), qtherefore qthe qstudy qconclude qthat qshort qtime qallocation qto qM q& 

qE qare qsome qof qthe qchallenges qthat qconstantly qface qthe qproject qmonitoring 

qfunction qof qGovernment qProjects qin qKenya: qA qCase qof qConstituency 

qDevelopment qFund qProjects qin qNaivasha qCounty. q q 

For qthe qsecond qobjective qthat qwas qto qdetermine qhow qtechnical qexpertise qof 

qM q& qE qteam qinfluence qperformance qof qCDF qprojects, qa qcase qof 

qinfrastructural qprojects qin qpublic qsecondary qschools qprojectsin qNaivasha qSub-

County.The qresults qshow qthat qthe qmajority qof qthe qrespondents qindicated qthat 

qHuman qcapitals qon qthe qproject qshould qbe qgiven qclear qjob qallocation qand 

qdesignation qbe qfitting qtheir qskill qinfluence qperformance q qof qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qof qGovernment qProjects qthe qcase qof q qCDF qprojects qin qNaivasha 

qSub qCounty. qThis qis qdue qto qthe qfact qthat qthe qrespondents qstated qthat qlack 

qof qproper qtraining qon qM q& qE qand qinappropriate qtools qinhibit qproper 
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qmonitoring qand qevaluation. qThe qstudy qfound qthat quntrained qstaff qwill qhave 

qa qchallenge qin qimplementation qof qM q& qE qthus qpoor qresults qwhereas 

qtrained qand qknowledgeable qteams qor qstakeholders qare qkey qin qensuring 

qquality qM q& qE qand qimplementation qof qall qprojects qon qkeys qissues qlike 

qquality qfeedback qand qinformation qon qprogram qplanning qand qdesign. q q 

The qthird qobjective, qTime qand qPerformance qof qMonitoring qand qEvaluation 

qconcluded qfrom qthe qstudy qthat qfinancial qmanagement qinfluence 

qimplementation qof qM q& qE. qThe qstudy qreveals qtime qframe qto qconduct qM 

q& qE qis qvery qimportant qfor qproject qsuccess, qthis qsuggest qthat qTime qframe 

qallocated qfor qM q& qE qhas qa qstrong qeffect qperformance qof qM q& qE. qIf qthe 

qtime qframe qis qshort qthen qthe qessence qof qconducting qM q& qE qbecame 

qirrelevant, qtherefore qthe qstudy qconclude qthat qshort qtime qallocation qto qM q& 

qE qare qsome qof qthe qchallenges qthat qconstantly qface qthe qproject qmonitoring 

qfunction qof qGovernment qProjects qin qKenya: qA qCase qof qConstituency 

qDevelopment qFund qProjects qin qNaivasha qSub qCounty. q 

Fourth qobjective,concludes qthat qthe qcommittee qincludes qlocal qconstituents. qThe 

qcommunity qsupplied qlocally qavailable qmaterials qfor qthe qprojects.There qwas qa 

qthorough qneed qassessment qbased qon qcommunity qpriority qwhen qidentifying qthe 

qprojects. 

Fifth qobjective,concludes qthat quse qof qbaseline qinformation qimproved qthe 

qperformance qof qprojects. qThe qcommunity qhas qbenefited qfrom qthe qprojects. qA 

qproject qimplemented qwithout qthe qbaseline qstudy qencountered qserious 

qchallenges qon qtracking qits qprogress qeffectively qon qindicators. 

5.5 Recommendations of the study 

i. The qteams qincharge qM q& qE qCDF qProjects qin qKenya qshould qconsider 

qadopting qa qmodern qinformation qand qcommunications qtechnology qin 

qcarrying qout qmonitoring qand qevaluations qto qcapture qreal qtime qdata. q q 
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ii. There qis qneed qto qinclude qall qstakeholders qin qproject qM q& qE qin qeach 

qstage qas qthey qplay qan qactive qrole qsince qthey qare qthe qconsumers qof 

qthe qproject qfor qthesake qof qsustainability. qCooperation qof qstakeholders 

qshould qalso qbe qencouraged.   
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5.6 Recommendations for further research  

The qstudy qalso qrecommends qthat qfurther qresearch qshould qbe qcarried qout qon; q 

i. Determining qhow qto qstrengthen qprimary qstakeholders’ qparticipation qM q& 

qE qCDFProjects qparticularly qhow qto qensure qthe qbeneficiaries qcan 

qparticipate qeffectively qin qmonitoring qand qevaluating qprojects. q q 

ii. Establishing qchallenges qfacing qmonitoring qand qevaluation qof qGovernment 

qProjects. q q 

iii. Influence qof qinformation qtechnology qsystem qon qmonitoring qand 

qevaluation qon qCDF qProjects.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONAIRE 

The information provided will only be for the purpose of this study. Read carefully and 

give appropriate answers by ticking or filling the blank spaces. The information was 

treated with confidentiality confidential. 

SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION  

1. Indicate your age 

Below 30 [ ] 31 to 49 [ ] 50 and above [ ]  

2. Indicate your gender  

Male [ ] Female [ ]  

3. What is your educational level of respondents?  

Primary [ ] secondary education [ ] Diploma[ ] Degree [ ]  

SECTION B: Budgetary allocation and its Influence to Performance of CDF 

projects 

4. Does budgetary allocation of M& E team influence performance of CDF projects in 

Naivasha subcounty? 

Yes  (  )   No  (   ) 

5. To what extent do you consider Costs of monitoring and evaluation influence 

performance monitoring and evaluation of CDF initiated projects in Naivasha sub 

county? 

Using a scale 1-5, Please tick all as appropriate. 
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5.Very high extent. 4. High extent. 3. Moderately high extent 2.Low extent. 1. Very low 

extent.  

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

Planning and performance monitoring in government have 

been predominantly characterized by a silo approach 
     

Planning and performance monitoring in government has 

resulted in a situation where planning, budgeting, and 

reporting and monitoring and evaluation functions are done 

by different sections in institutions in isolation of each other. 

     

Challenges of performance monitoring in government include 

the lack of accountability, particularly for monitoring and 

reporting on performance information, unrealistic target 

setting and poor quality of performance information. 

     

Monitoring and evaluation budget should be about 5 to 10 

percent of the entire budget,  
     

The project budget should provide a clear and adequate 

provision for monitoring and evaluation events.  
     

Monitoring and evaluation budget can be obviously 

delineated within the overall project budget to give the 

monitoring and evaluation function the due recognition it 

plays in project running,  

     

It is important to note that only 2% may be allocated for 

Monitoring and Evaluation of ongoing projects and capacity 

building activities while 5% is kept aside as an emergency 

reserve to be made available for emergencies that may occur 

in the Constituency like drought. 
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SECTION C: Technical expertise of M&E teamand its Influence to Performance of 

CDF projects 

6. Does technical expertise of M& E team influence performance of CDF projects in 

Naivasha sub county? 

Yes  (  )   No  (   ) 

7. To what extent do you consider is the Influence of technical expertise of Monitoring 

and Evaluation on CDF projects in Naivasha sub county? 

Using a scale 1-5, Please tick all as appropriate. 

5.Very high extent. 4. High extent. 3. Moderately high extent 2.Low extent. 1. Very low 

extent.  

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

Human capitals on the project should be given clear job 

allocation and  

designation be fitting their skill 

If they are insufficient then training for the necessary 

skills should be set. 

     

The responsiveness by the organization coupled with 

increased expectations following the opportunity can lead 

to a self-fulfilling prophecy of enhanced output by the 

employee 

     

Independence is attained when it is carried out by firms 

and persons free of the control of those responsible for the 

design and implementation of the development 

intervention 

     

In spite of the fact that the Constituencies Development 

Fund disbursement is growing at higher rate, the Fund 

commits 2% of its budget for capacity building into which 

Monitoring and Evaluation of CDF Projects involved 
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What is required of the Board and in addition, the 

community level organs together with which it functions, 

cannot be met by the existing capacity both in terms of 

human resources as well as existing skills, CDF Board, 

Strategic Plan 

     

In order to carry out monitoring evaluation efficiently, 

there are some critical factors that essential be taken into 

the version 

     

 

SECTION D: Time Allocated to Monitoring and Evaluation and its Influence to 

Performance of CDF projects 

8. Does time allocation of M& E team influence performance of CDF projects in 

Naivasha sub county? 

Yes  (  )   No  (   ) 

9. How often do you monitor and evaluate projects? Tick as appropriate.  

a) At the beginning of the project  b) Frequently  

c) Not at all     d) At the end of the project 

10. To what extent do you consider Time allocated to monitoring and evaluation and 

influence performance of monitoring and evaluation of CDF initiated projects in 

Naivasha sub county? 

Using a scale 1-5, Please tick all as appropriate. 

5.Very high extent. 4. High extent. 3. Moderately high extent 2.Low extent. 1. Very low 

extent.  

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

Monitoring gives information on where a policy, program, or 

project is at any given time (and over time) relative to 
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respective targets and outcomes. 

Evaluation gives evidence of why targets and outcomes are or 

are not being achieved. 
     

Evaluation is a complement to monitoring in that when a 

monitoring system sends signals that the efforts are going off 

track (for example, that the target population is not making 

use of the services, that costs are accelerating, that there is 

real resistance to adopting an innovation, and so forth), then 

good evaluative information can help clarify the realities and 

trends noted with the monitoring system.  

     

An M&E system should be regarded as a long-term effort, as 

opposed to an episodic effort for a short period or for the 

duration of a specific project, program, or policy 

     

Sustaining such systems within governments or organizations 

recognizes the long term process involved in ensuring utility 

(for without utility, there is no logic for having such a 

system). 

     

 

SECTION E: Involvement of stakeholders in M& E process and its Influence to 

Performance 

11. Does involvement of stakeholders in M& E team influence performance of CDF 

projects in Naivasha sub county? 

Yes  (  )   No  (   ) 
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12. To what extent do you agree with the following statements regarding the 

stakeholder‟s involvement in the CDF project  in Naivasha sub county? 

5.Strongly agree. 4. Agree. 3. Neutral 2.Disagree 1.  Strongly Disagree.  

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

There was fairness in selection of committee members       

The committee includes local constituents       

There was a thorough need assessment based on 

community priority when identifying the projects  
 

     

Tenders were awarded to the local community suppliers       

The locals constituents supplied labor needed for the projects  

 

     

The community supplied locally available materials for 

project  

 

     

 

SECTION F: Utilization of Monitoring and Evaluation Results and project 

performance  

13 (a) Does the evaluation team follow the laid down standard procedure while 

evaluating projects  

Yes [ ]    No [ ]  

(b) If No what standards do they use?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

…… 
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14. Indicate the level of agreement to the following statement using Likert scale.  

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

The local community can freely access the projects  
     

Use of baseline information improves the performance of 

projects 

     

The community has benefited from the projects  
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